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Abstract 

A RELAP5 input model representative of a 900 MW CANDU plant was created. 

Due to the one dimensional nature of the code, complex plant components such as 

heat transport system pumps, fuel channels, and the reactor core were modeled using 

thermal hydraulically equivalent geometries. The model consists of 301 thermal hy

draulic components and heat structures with five boundary conditions specifying t he 

pressure, temperature, and in some cases the mass flow. Spacial convergence of t he 

model was ensured through the implementation of various channel nodalizations (6, 

12 and 24 axial nodes) and core representations (single channel group and 6 channel 

groups per core pass) . A control subroutine representative of the pressure control sys

tem and steam generator control system was implemented in the model, mimicking 

the controllers that exist in operational CANDU Reactors. A point kinetics model 

was used to simulate the reactor power. 

Uncertainties for parameters related to the modeling of specific phenomenons were 

obtained from literature sources related to the models in which the parameters belong 

to. 'Where sources of open literature were unavailable (error in the void reactivity 

coefficient , and trip delay times) , an estimate was made for the parameter uncertain-

ties. Uncertainties for plant specific parameters were derived [rom plant operating 

data obtained either from plant instrument measurements (RIH pressure , RIH tem

perature, etc) or through code simulation( channel powers, bundle powers, etc). 

Breaks in the ,:\'vV reactor illiet header were cOllsidered. Due to the additional flow 
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from the pressurizer present in the east loop, it was found that breaks in this loop 

would lead to slightly lower results. The bulk net energy deposition (NED) related 

to expected ma.."Ximum sheath temperatures, and the reactor peak power related to 

the fuel heat up rate were chosen as the figures of merit. Breaks with a size of 

48% of the reactor inlet header area were found to lead to the highest NED. From 

parametric sensitivity studies performed at the best estimate and non best estimate 

points for the 48% break, a Phenomena and Key Parameter Ident ification and Rank

ing Table(PKPIRT) was established with the void reactivity feed back ident ified as 

the highest ranked parameter. It was found that the ranking based on best estimate 

local studies does not reject parameters that may be of importance at their 95th per

centile(non best estimate point). 

Two best estimate methods along with a conservative approach were implemented. 

A brute force monte-carlo method consisting of 10,000 simulations provided a prob

ability distribution function for t he figures of merits. First and second order GRS 

methods were found to adequately predict an upper bound for the 95th percentile of 

the FOMs. Both best estimate methods demonstrated that the consequences of a 

hypothetical large break LOCA are much more benign than those predicted by the 

LOE approach. 
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Notation and abbreviations 

A pipe flow area or heat t ransfer area 

cp specific heat 

D pipe diameter or equivalent heated diameter 

f friction parameter 

iT p two phase friction factor 

G mass velocity 

9 acceleration due to gravity 

h heat transfer coefficient or enthalpy 

f{ junction loss coefficient 

P wetted or heated perimeter 

Q volumetric rate of flow 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The goal of this report is to describe the methodology and assumptions associated in 

performing a Best Estimate Analysis with Uncertainty (BEAU) of the critical Large 

LOCA. The code chosen for the analysis is the Reactor Excursion and Leak Analysis 

Program(RELAP) . Theoretical aspects along with detailed description of the code 

have been presented in the code manuals . We therefore do not discuss the code 

here but only refer to some of its characteristics. The basic equation of the code 

require the conservation of mass, momentum and energy. The considered facility is 

subdivided into a number of hydrodynamic nodes with connection between the nodes 

representative of the considered facility. Nlaterial properties and correlations have 

been defined in such a way that the model provides an adequate representation of 

the facility under steady state and transient conditions. Several versions of the code 

exist. The particular version of the code used in this report is RELAP5/SCDAP mod 

4.0 , developed at Idaho National Laboratories, although the model is believed to be 

compatible with mod 3.3 used by the USNRC. While the code was initially designed 

for application to LWR transient analysis[26] , the code is robust enough to be ap

plied to CANDU reactors[14, 17J. The RELAP code has been extensively validated 

against experimental data[30J including LLOCA tests at the RD-14, and RD-14M 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 11 

facilities [1 5, 16]. The cited literature provides a justification in t he application of the 

code in the context of this report. The plant chosen for analysis in this report is a 

Generic CAl DU 900 M\i\T Plant modeled after Darlington GS. 

Chapter 2 provides a definition of the LBLOCA scenario as well as an introduction 

to the uncertainty methods used in this report . 

Chapter 3 provides the modeling methodology used in generation of an input model. 

A general description of the CANDU 900 Mv\! plant is provided along with calcu

lations of the main components of the HTS. Calculations of uncertainties for each 

of the considered parameters have been provided alongside their derivations. It is 

hoped that this approach will provide a more concise and readable presentation. Un

certaint ies for considered plant parameters are derived from open literature as well as 

operating data for Darlington NGS unit I and unit IV. vVhere no source was available, 

a conservative estimate for the uncertainty was assumed. 

Chapter 4 provides transient results as well as uncertainty analysis. A critical break 

search is implemented for various break sizes between 20% to 100% with net energy 

deposited in the core used as the chosen figure of merit . A parametric phenomena 

study is performed discussing the effect of various parameters on governing phenom-

ena. The latter part of the chapter contains a comparison of three methods of analysis; 

the LOE approach provides a conservative estimate for reactor peak power and bulk 

net energy deposited chosen as the FUM, the GRS method provides an upper bound 

for the 95 th percentile of the mentioned FOMs, and a brute force Monte-Carlo simu

lation provides a probability distribution for the mentioned FOMs. 

Chapter 5 provides a summary of the performed work as well as recommendations 

for fntnre ana.lysis. 



Chapter 2 

Scenario Definition and Literature 

Review 

The Large Break LOCA scenario can be subdivided into various phases characterized 

by certain behaviors during each phase[?]. The depressurization of the HTS caused 

by the break results in immediate voiding in the broken loop which is accompanied 

by a rapid increase in power due to the positive void reactivity feedback. The in

crease in power is terminated by the activation of the emergency shutdovvn system. 

During the Power Pulse Phase of the postulated accident (0-5s following the break) , 

reactor cooling capability is degraded. The large amount of energy is deposited in 

the fuel results in a rapid increase in fuel temperatures with maximum fuel centerline 

temperatures occurring wit hin the first 2s of the break. Fuel heat up rate, maximum 

fuel centerline temperature , the net energy deposited in the core, and the neutron 

power transient are important characteristics of this stage. HTS blowdown contin

ues during the Early Blowdown Period(5-30s) until the activation of the Emergency 

Coolant Injection System(ECIS) at around 30s. iVlaximum Sheath temperatures are 

reached at around 1O-1 5s following the break. Radiation cooling becomes a significant 
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CHAPTER 2. SCENARIO DEFINITION AND LITERATURE REVIEvV 13 

mode of heat transfer with significant increase in pressure t ube temperatures. Cool

ing of the fuel and pressure tube, fuel integrity, heat load to the moderator , and HTS 

depressurization rate are of importance during this stage of the transient. The late 

Blowdown period(30-200s) starts upon t he activation of the ECIS. The mass added 

by the ECIS results in a temporary recovery in the coolant flow and inventory of the 

broken loop. Naturally, if t he break flow is greater t han that provided by the ECIS , 

t he HTS inventory continues to decrease as a result of the break. 

In mathematical terms, prediction of transient results for a nuclear facility can often 

be thought of as[22]: 

y(t) = C(t, x)x (2. 1) 

where X, yare input , output variables respectively. In the above equation, C refers to 

a non linear operator wit h some dependence on the parameter x. Once a safety inter

val is constructed , an input configuration can be defined as safe if t he corresponding 

output lies in the safety interval. Configurations leading to results outside this safety 

range are deemed as unsafe[22] . 

According to the USNRC guidelines, limit ing conditions for operations are defined in 

10CFR50.36 as[22] " the lowest functional capability or performance level of equip

ment required for safe operation of the facility when a limit ing condition for operation 

of a nuclear reactor is not met , the licensee shall shutdown the reactor or follow any 

remedial action permitted by the technical specification unt il the condition can be 

met" . The above statement applies to plant operation under steady state and various 

hypothesized accident scenarios. Two methodologies used in the prediction of the 

performance level of the equipment are described below. 

Traditionally, the approach in safety analysis has been a conservative one. In the 

conservative approach, safety is weighted more than in any physical situation. There

fore a situation is chosen that while deemed unrealistic results in rather unfavorable 
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prediction. Therefore , it is safe to assume that any realistic situation will lead to 

better results. It naturally follows that if the conservative approach predicts that the 

conservative state is safe, then any real situation can be assumed to be safe. [22] 

The approach can be implemented by setting key plant parameters at their worst 

permissible values result ing in the unrealistic system configuration. An unfavorable 

consequence of this approach is that it may result in predictions of small safety mar

gins which may lead to reductions in operating limits such as reductions in reactor 

power or to the implementation of design changes. 

Best Estimate methods provide an alternative approach. A best estimate for the un

certain parameters results in the most probable system configurations. However , due 

to occurring deviations in the parameters from their best estimate values, existent 

measurement errors due to instrument uncertainties, as well as inherent uncertaint ies 

in the code/modeling, uncertainties exist in each of the plant parameters . The actual 

value of a parameter can therefore be thought of as[23]: 

Xactual = X be + plant uncertainties + code uncertainties (2.2) 

where Xbe is the best estimate of the considered parameter. The overall effect of 

these uncertainties of the output parameters can be estimated through an integrated 

uncertainty analysis. Typically, application of best estimate methods leads to the 

prediction of higher safety margins . It is required to know the interval( domain) as 

well as the probability distribution function for each of the considered input parame

ters. These may be found from various literature sources, calculations for instrument 

uncertaint ies , and plant operating data. Sensitivity analysis may be performed to 

identify latent parameters ie. parameters whose uncertainties need not be analyzed. 

Using proper sampling of the input parameters, "Monte Carlo methods may be used 

to predict the distribution function for the output variables. 
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Direct Monte-Carlo methods are fairly straightforward [46]. The input sample dis

tribution can be sampled n times , and the code may be run directly to generate n 

outputs. The acquired outputs can be used to generate an actual distribution. The 

method typically requires a high number of runs, requiring large computation t ime 

for large nodalization schemes. Response surface functions provide an alternative 

approach[46]. The code is run with specific input variables to generate a number 

of outputs. A polynomial fi t is performed from t he data points to generate a re

sponse surface. The response surface is then treated as a surrogate of the code, to 

which a Monte Carlo simulation is applied to generate the output probability func

tion distribution[47]. Reference [45] provides the methodology as well as results for 

the application of FSR methods to a postulated LBLOCA of Pickering B station us

ing the TUF thermal hydraulics code. The report successfully demonstrates that[45] 

"that the consequences of a hypot hetical LBLOCA are significantly more benign t han 

analysis performed using LOE assumptions" when using Best Estimate methods. 

GRS methods , based on non parametric statistics and use of Wilk 's formula, provide 

an alternative method for predicting the statistical tolerance of the output without the 

need of a probability function distribution. A number of n code runs are performed 

in which all uncertain parameters are varied simultaneously to generate n outputs. 

The n values of the output are sorted such that [48] Y(l) :::; Y(2) ... Y(n - 1) :::; Y(n). 

From the application of Wilk 's formula [48, 13], Y(n) provides an upper bound for 

the a * 100 percentile of the output distribution with the b * 100 confidence level with 

a, b , and n related as[13]: 

(2.3) 

In practice, the 95% confidence limit of the 95th percentile is recommended by the 

USNRC [46]. The number of runs n required for a 95th percentile with a 95% con

fidence level for the one-sided tolerance limit is provided as 59 runs. Glaesel'[48] 
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concludes that the method may be used successful to predict a 95/ 95 upper bound of 

peak clad temperatures for a simulated LBLOCA (2*100% cold leg break) of a 1300 

MvV electric power German PvVR reactor. 



Chapter 3 

Modeling and Methodology 

3.1 Overall Plant Description 

The design of the CANDU 900 M\V plant is essent ially the same as that of Darlington 

NGS. The reactor core is enclosed by a horizontally placed cylindrical tank called the 

Calandria, which is filled with the heavy water moderator. It is pierced by 480 

calandria t ubes posit ioned along its axial length. T he calandria tubes are arranged 

on a 285.75 mm square pitch forming a circular lat t ice array[19J. Each calandria t ube 

has within it a smaller a pressure t ube/fuel channel, with t he annulus between the 

two t ubes filled wit h CO2 gas. T his provides thermal isolation between t he pressure 

t ubes and t he comparatively cool moderator. Each pressure tube is connected to an 

end-fi tt ing made prirnarily of stainless steel. Wit hin each pressure t ube are twelve or 

thirteen fuel fuel bundles. Each bundle contains a total of 37 fuel rods arranged in 

four circular rings. T he table below describes the calandria t ubes, fuel channels, and 

fuel rods[19]. 

Fuel Pellet outside diameter( average) 

Cooolant corss sectional flow area 

17 

12.15 mm 

34.19 cm2 
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Pressure tube material Zr- h 

Pressure tube inner radius 51.7 mm 

Pressure tube outer radius 55 .9 mm 

Calandria tube material Zircaloy 2 

Calandria tube inner radius 64.5 mm 

Calandria tube oter radius 65.9 mm 

Reactor length(Calandria tube sheet to Clandria tube 5.944 m 

sheet) 

Pressurized heavy water circulating in the primary heat transport system (PHTS) 

provides cooling to the reactor fuel rods which lie inside the pressure tube, thereby 

removing t he heat produced by the fission of the natural uranium fuel. The primary 

heat transport system is comprised of two loops (north and south). Each loop con

tains two core passes( east and west) and supplies coolant to 240 (half of the core) 

channels. The passes have opposite flow directions so that flow in adjacent channels 

is in opposing directions. 

Each loop contains two reactor inlet headers , two reactor outlet headers , two steam 

generators, and two pumps. Coolant flows to the core through the 480 inlet feeder 

pipes connecting the inlet headers to the inlet end-fittings, and flows out of the core 

from the outlet end-fittings to the reactor outlet headers through a corresponding 

number of outlet feeders. Reactor outlet headers from the north loop and south loop 

are connected through two balance lines. Each outlet header is connected to the cor

responding steam generator inlet . The removed heat from the core is transferred to 

the natural water flowing in the steam generator to form steam which subsequent ly 

drives the turbine generator. Heat transport pumps provide forced convective flow 

by acting as pressure sources. 

PHTS pressure and inventory are controlled through a pressure and inventory circuit 
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and control program, the details of which will be discussed later . Reactor power is 

measured from 23 vertical, and 14 horizontal in-core flux detectors. Six ion chambers 

assemblies installed in the reactor provide the reactor log power. Reactivity is con

trolled through adjuster and absorber rods, using power measurements as the deriving 

parameter. Two shutdown systems(SDS1 and SDS2) may provide rapid t ermination 

of reactor operation in case of a power excursion. 

3.2 System Representation 

The above system has been modeled in RELAP5 . The model consists of three major 

parts: heat transport , pressure and inventory control , and secondary side. The mod

eling strategy and calculations for each of these three systems are discussed below. 

Vlith the except ion of the channels, end-fittings , and certain components of the steam 

generator , all hydrodynamic components are assumed to be comprised of carbon steel 

and have an internal wall roughness of E = 45.72 * 10- 6 m. Heat transfer through 

piping walls is accounted for in all of the heat transport and secondary side systems. 

The heat transfer areas are calculated based on the inside (wetted) dimensions of the 

components, and the mass of the piping. 

In selecting a nodalization for the hydrodynamic components, the guidelines in ref

erence [27] have been followed. In particular, volume lengths have been chosen in 

such a way that all components have similar mat erial Courant limits(volume length 

divided by fluid velocity), and all volumes have a length to diameter ratio of greater 

than unity. 
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3.2.1 Headers 

A schematic of the inlet header is shown in figure 4.5. 

1--- 2.410 -----t<--t-t--- 4.200 ----t-++-- 2.410 ---j 

10=0.451 00=0.591 

Station 1 

Figure 3. 1: Schematic of the Inlet Header 

Coolant discharged from either of the two pump legs enters the reactor inlet 

header at a design pressure of 11.3 MPa[20] and splits amongst the 120 inlet feeders. 

As t he feeders are of different sizes and connect to the reactor header at different 

locations(polar, axial, and radial) , it is quite cumbersome to come up with an entrance 

loss coefficient for each feeder. Instead a loss coefficient for the average feeder is 

calculated. It is assumed that the flow splits evenly in the header and then evenly 

amongst six groups of feeders. It follows that: 

Average flow in t he header 

A verage flow into the inlet feeder 

Average area of the inlet feeder(reference [9]) 

Area of the header(reference [8]) 

Vv/4 

VV /120 

0.0027 m2 

0.1598 m2 
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The effective liquid velocity of approach Vp along the header is shown in the figure 

3.2[18J. 

.s:::. 
u 

'" 

1.2 

1 -r---__ 

e 0.8 
Q.> 
a...~ 

4: l5 
'0 Qj 0 .6 
» 
''5 E 
~ ~0.4 
>01 
.~ g-0.2 
t 
QJ 
"-W 0 +-----.----,-----.----~----~--_. 

o 0.2 0.4 0 .6 0 .8 1 1.2 

Proportional Distance from Station 1 

Figure 3.2: Effective velocity of approach into the feeder relative to upstream veloci
t ies 

For the velocity in the average feeder position, the approach velocity is given as 

0.8. The velocity ratio is then found to be: 

W / 120 

0324101 = 2.2 
0. 8W / 4 
D."i598 

(3.4) 

From page 456 of Idlechik , for a square edged tee with FP, = 1, the minor loss is 
s t 

equal to J(inlent = 1.8 Fa/ Fa. A similar calculation for the outlet header incase of 

flow reversal is found to be J(outlet = 1. 5 Fa/ Fa. The feeder-header connections being 

smooth, the loss is expected to be somewhat less than the reported. Losses from 

feeders into the headers are reported as 0 Fa/Fa in reference [18J. 
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3.2.2 Core Modeling 

Feeder geometries for the 240 channels in the north loop can be found in reference[9J. 

A RELAP5 input model for each channel was constructed using appropriate minor 

losses for each feeder. Losses through elbows were calculated from [18J: 

(3.5) 

where: 

k6. = 1 + c2 (106) for Re ;::: 4 * 104 

kRe = 1.0 for Re ;::: 4 * 104 

Al = 0.9sin6° for 6° :s; 70° 

= 1.0 for 6 = 90° 
{,o = 0.7 + 0.35 90 for eS° ;::: 100° 

= 0.8457+0.007715(6°-70°) for 90 > 6° > 70° 

= 1.0 + 0.008889(6° - 90°) for 100 > 6° > 90° 

BI = 0.21 / JRc/ Dh 

The hydraulic diameter Dh , the bend radius of curvature Rc, and the bend angle 6° 

were provided for each bend in reference [9J. The friction factor f was calculated 

from the colebrook equation using a roughness of c = 45.72 * 1O- 6m. Losses through 

reducers and difFusers were calculated in terms of the larger cross sectional are as 

fo llows [40J : 

contraction 

expanSIOn 

where (3 = -§; is the ratio of the smaller pipe diameter DI to the larger pipe diameter 

D2 and e is the angle over which the reduction takes place and is provided in [9] for 
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each feeder. 

Losses for orifices were calculated as K = ~ where C is the discharge coefficient v 1- ,64 

calculated from C = 0.5959 + 0.0312,62.1 - 0.184,68 + 9~:b~: · 5 [37] and ,6 = g~ is the 

rat io of the orifice t hroat diameter to t he pipe diameter provided for each feeder in 

[9]. 

Comparisons with plant operation data for the 22 finch channels in the west loop are 

shmvn in figure4 .5. 

Error in mass flow{abso!ute) 

Figure 3.3: Error distribution for mass flows 

The error E for t he flows is a function of the RELAP5 predicted mass flow ri~theoretical 

and the measured mass flow m ex as follows: E = 1 - rhth p.ore tir.al - m ex p
• Analysis of the 

. p T1'l.th e ore t ica l 

error histogram shows the data to be an unbiased normal with a standard deviation 

of (]' = 0.0218. The corresponding uncertainty in pressure losses can be calculated as 

follows: from the Bernoulli equation, t he mass flow ri~ can be related to the minor 

loss K by 6.P - g6. z = ~(K + Iff) ~22' Let c = K + Iff. Assuming that the pressure 
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drop and the elevation are perfectly known, we then have: 

1

6c l_ <Sri?, 
- - 2-.-
c m 

(3.6) 

The uncertainty on K and f can therefore be taken as J = 2 * 0.0218 = 0.0436 . Since 

no multiplier for f is available in RELAP5 , the corresponding uncertainty on the 

relative roughness 75 must be calculated for input . The turbulent frict ion factor f is 

calculated in RELAP5 from the Zigrang-Sylvester aproximation[29]. The correlation 

has the form: 
1 E 1 A 

VI = -2.0log(d3.7 - 5.02 Re) (3 .7) 

where A = log'(~~ - ( 5.02 10g( ·Ll. + ll)). The correlation is valid for 4000 < R e 
D 3. ( Re D 3.7 Re -

and 0.00004 ::; 75 ::; 0.05. Comparison of the correlation with the colebrook equation 

shows the difference to be less than the experimental measurement error[29]. It is 

therefore assumed that the two models can be interchanged without any loss of accu

racy. Relative piping roughnesses in the CANDU9 heat transport system vary from 

0.001 to 0.006. The turbulent friction floyv factor for this range of relative roughnesses 

lies between 0.01 and 0.04[37]. The uncertainty of the relative roughness is found to 

be a normal with standard deviations shown in table 3.6. These uncertainties were 

calculated by first modeling f as an unbiased normal with a standard deviation of 

0.0436, then sampling 100000 points via monte-carlo simulation. The relative rough

ness was then calculated via the colebrook equation for each generated distribution 

set . 

f f 
J for 75 75 

0.01 3.7030 * 10- 5 26 % 

0.02 0.0011 18 % 
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0.03 0.0048 15 % 

0.04 0.0118 13 % 

Table 3.6: Assumed uncertainty for relative roughnesses 

Series and parallel averaging methods can be used to represent several feeders as an 

equivalent pipe with average thermal-hydraulic properties. A single feeder with n 

cross sectional areas may be averaged into an equivalent pipe with a uniform cross 

sectional area using the series method. Assume that: 

v = 2:~1 Vi = 2:~1 AiLi 

L = 2:~=1 Li 

A= V/L 

To conserve the pressure drop between two points: 

D and J{ may then be calculated from: 

(3 .8) 

(3 .9) 

(3.10) 

Where t:::"p refers to the difference in pressures between the inlet/out let header and 

the endfitt ing inlet/out let . A similar procedure can be used to average n feeder pipes 

into a single pipe using the parallel averaging scheme. Assume that: 
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L = 1 ",n L . 
n L...-~=1 ~ 

A =Vj L 

m = 2:~= 1 m'i 

If equivalent hydraulic diameter is defined as: 

(3.11) 

then the equivalent minor loss can be found from equation 3. 10 with p = 2::~~h i P i . 
rn 

Figure 3.4 shows the channel grouping scheme for the 240 channels in the CANDU 

900 core loop. The first number in each cell of the the figure is the best estimate 

for channel power (kyV) reported in reference [9] and the second is the the channel 

mass flow(kgjs) calculated by RELAP5. Channels without shading are located in 

the broken pass. The basic model used in reference [20] represents each core by

pass as 120 identical channels with average characteristics. A more detailed model 

has also been implemented , which uses six separate core regions per by-pass(in the 

broken loop) , with each region representing channels having similar thermal hydraulic 

conditiolls. In selection of channel groupings effects of elevation, channel power, flmv, 

as well as feeder volumes and areas have been considered. Regions 1 and 6 contain 

channels with low flows and powers located at the outer perimeter of the core. YIost 

of the inlet feeders in this region have an orifice placed in the first horizontal run 

fo llo\ving the header to reduce the flow. Feeders in t his region also have smaller cross 

sectional areas. Regions 2, and 5 are channels with high flows and intermediate to 

high channel powers. Regions 3 and 4 represent channels with high flows and high 

powers. In addit ion to the six region representation, the channel with the highest 

power (channel 09) is modeled separately and used in the BE, and NED calculations. 
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The effect of channel grouping on the HTS response is examined in chapter 4. 

A detailed channel model using a 24 nodes has been modeled. Fuel channel models 

using 6 and 12 nodes have also been implemented and a sensit ivity study on the 

effect of nodalization is performed in chapter 4. The frictional loss coeffi cient for 12 

bundles is reported as 9.7944 Pa/Pa in reference [18] . This loss is assumed to occur 

at each bundle. Effects of channel creep, and alignment of bundles contribute to the 

total pressure drop. Axial and radial creep is not modeled. The effect of bundle 

misalignment is addressed by considering the uncertainty on the minor pressure drop 

to have the form of a uniform/ rectangular distribution with a width of ±10%. 

The init ial normalized axial power distribution of the channel is assumed to be a 

sinusoidal curve wit h no flux tilt . The relative axial power Pi for node i is calculated as 

Pi = J~i+l sin( 7rt )dx where L i and L i+l are the lengths at the start and end of the node 

respectively. The 37 fuel elements are modeled using four heat structures represent ing 

the center, inner, intermediate, and outer rings with the wetted perimeter defined as 

n * Pw 'where n is the number of fuel pins in each ring and Pw = 0.013087f = 0.04108m 

is t he wetted perimeter corresponding to a single pin. The radial heat flux distribution 

in terms of relative axial power is given in the table below. 
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Element Ring # of fuel pins % of node axial power 

center 1 22 % 

mner 6 23 % 

interm 12 25 % 

outer 18 30 % 

total 37 100 % 

Temperature dependent material properties for the uranium dioxide fuel have been 

taken from the MATPRO libraries. For the U02 specific heat, reference [31] quotes an 

accuracy of ±3% for fitting the data of Kerrisk and Clifton over a temperature range of 

300 to 3000 K, with an approximately uniform distribution relative to temperature(i.e 

temperature independent). Therefore, the uncertainty for the specific heat data is 

taken to be an unbiased normal with a standard deviation of 3%. For the temperature 
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Figure 3.5: Specific heat capacity of U02 with ±20' 

dependent thermal conductivity, reference [31] suggests that the data of Bates 1S 
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applicable for densities greater than 96% of the theoretical density. For input , t he 

thermal conductivity from Bates measurement of thermal diffusivity a = C,k , where 
pp 

Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, p is the density of the U0 2 sample, and 

k is t he t hermal conductivity is fitt ed against a sixth order polynomial. The error 

distribution is found to follow an unbiased normal with a standard deviation of (J = 

3.81 %. The experimental measurement error of the data is reported at 2%. Therefore, 

the uncertainty for the fuel thermal conductivity is taken to follow a standard normal 

with a standard deviation of (J = 4. 3%. 

1 0.--~-~-~-~-~-~-----, 

Temperamre(K) 

Figure 3.6: Model prediction for thermal conductivity of U02 compared to data from 
Bates 

Inlet and outlet end-fittings are modeled as a single volume with equivalent hy

draulic properties. Minor loss coefficients are reported in the table below [18J. The 

flow path through the end-fitting can be divided into three sections: an annular flow 

path between the endfitt ing inner diameter and the outer perimeter of the liner tube, 

a flow area providing passage from this annular space into the channel, and a stag-

nant D 20 volume behind the endfitting shield plug. Unfortunately, no available data 

with detailed CANDU endfittillg dimensions was found . Therefore, to investigate the 

effect of endfitting nodalization on the overall HTS response, a three node model of 

the endfitting was implemented with the volumes and flow paths for each of these 
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sections estimated from figure 11.5 of reference [38]. 

Inlet End-fitting 3.033 Pa/Pa 

Outlet End-fitt ing 3.454 Pa/Pa 

Table 3.10: Values of loss coefficient K for 37-Element 

Fuel Bundles 
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3.2.3 HTS Pumps 

The primary heat transport system contains four pumps which provide forced convec

t ive flow of coolant under normal operating condi t ions. Under transient condit ions, 

reactor cooling capability must be maintained in order to keep fuel sheath tempera

t ures from exceeding the specified safety limits. In the case of a LLOCA, t he rapid 

depressurization of the primary heat transport circuit results in the coolant reaching 

saturation conditions and t he occurrence of flashing at the throttling point either in-

side the pump or elsewhere in the loop. This leads to a two phase fluid flow through 

the circuit. The response of the pump under t hese two phase condit ions differs sig

nificantly from that of t he single phase region and is modeled t hrough empirical head 

mult ipliers obtained from steady state experimental data. 

The pump component in RELAP5 is volume oriented and the pump head H is mod

eled as providing an additional body force equal to pgH which is added to the mixture 

momentum equation with a leading coefficient of~. The pump head H n+l at the new 

time step is calculated from : 

(3 .12) 

The values of the pump head and its derivative are calculated from lookup tables . 

The regions of operation within the pump can be grouped based on the direction of 

flow and rotation: 

pt quadrant: forward flow and forward rotation (normal pump1l1g 

quadrant) 

2nd quadrant: reversed flow and forward rotation (dissipation quadrant) 

3rd quadrant : reversed flow and reversed rotation (normal t urbine 

quadrant) 

4th quadrant: forward flow and reversed rotation (reverse quadrant) 
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In the case where a rupture occurs near the pump intake, for a short period following 

the rupture, the pump impeller will continue to rotate forward while coolant direction 

is reversed. The second quadrant of the graph characterizes this mode of operation. 

If the rupture occurs near the pump outlet, coolant will begin to force itself through 

the pump and the pump will operate in the the dissipative and turbine region of the 

first quadrant[10]. 

The CANDU 900 is equipped with four identical primary heat transport pumps. 

Pump Properties are listed in the table below[20]: 

Variable 

Normal Pump Operation Speed 

Reference Head 

Reference Flo,"v per pump 

Ratio of torque to inertial 

Reference Density 

Value 

188 radians/s 

221m 

3.3 m3 /s 

23 1/s2 

872 kg/m3 

Head-flow characteristics are defined through dimensionless homologous curves relat

ing the dimensionless head ratio y = h/a2 or y = h/v2 as a function of homologous 

values of x = a/v or x = via where h is defined as the ratio of the actual head H to 

the rated head H R , a is the ratio of the measured speed N to the reference speed N R 

and v is the ratio of the volumetric flow Q to the rated flow Q R. Single phase pump 

data is presented in t he figure below. 
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Figure 3.8: Single Phase Pump Characteristics 
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The abbreviations are used in designating the characteristic pump curves in various 

quadrants of operation. H represents the head ratio, V designates that homologous 

characteristic ratio hlv2 is provided against via while A is the case where the ratio 

hla2 is provided against alv. The last letter of the three digit symbol represents the 

operation quadrant of the pump: N represents normal operation, D represents energy 

dissipation and T represents the turbine operation region and R corresponds to the 

case in which the pump impeller is rotating in reverse of its intended direction[ll]. 

Table 3.13 below summarizes the regions described by each curve[7]. 

Quadrant Symbol Values Flow 

1 st HAN Q > 0, H > 0, N > 0, a > 0, v > 0, v I a < 0 via 

HVN Q > 0, H > 0 or H < 0, N > 0, a > 0, v > 0, v I a > 0 alv 

2nd HAD Q < O, H > O, N > O, a > O,v < O,vla > -1.0 via 

HVD Q < O, H > O, N > O, a > O,v < O,vla < -1.0 alv 

3Td HAT Q < 0, H > 0, N < 0, a < 0, v < 0, v I a < 1.0 via 

HVT Q < 0, H > 0, N < 0, a < 0, v < 0, v I a < 1.0 alv 

Head 

hla2 

hlv2 

hla2 

hlv2 

hla2 

hlv2 
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4th HAR Q > 0, H > ° or H < 0, N > 0, a < 0, v > 0, via > -1.0 via 

HVR Q> O, H < O:N > O, a < O,V > O,v/a < -1.0 a/ v 

Table 3.13: Regions of pump operation 

The gained head in pumps is considerably degraded under two phase flo"v condit ions. 

RELAP5 calculates the degraded head under two phase conditions as a product of 

a head multiplier .l\IJ(O!) and the difference 6..h I cfJ - 2t/> between the single phase head 

hIt/> and a two phase fully degraded head curve h 2t/> . The pump head is calculated 

from [26]: 

(3.13) 

The CANDU 900 pump is modeled in SOPHT using the Aerojet Nuclear Com

pany(ANC) two phase correlation models for the head difference and t he difference 

curve multiplier[12]. To maintain consistency, the same model is used in the RE

LAP5 input. The ANC two-phase correlations are based upon four distinct sets of 

performance data under: steady state single phase subcooled water conditions, steady 

state two phase steam-water conditions , and transient two phase conditions during a 

simulated LOCA in the 1-1/2 loop semi scale system. The same pump was used in 

all four experiments. The table below describes test details[ lO]: 

Pump Description: 

Impeller diameter 197 mm 

Impeller Speed 138.9 rev m3/ 4 / min3/
2 

Pump rated head 58.52 m 

Pump rated flow 0.011358 m3 

Single Phase Test Conditions: 

h/a2 

h/v 2 
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Pressure range 0-1.378 Mpa 

Temperature 23.9 to 51.7 °C 

Flow rate -200 to 200 % rated flow 

Impeller Speed -100 to 100 % rated speed 

Two phase Test Condit ions: 

Pressure Range 1.38 to 6.21 MPa 

Temperature 190 0 290 °C 

Flow rate -200 to 200 % rated flow 

Impeller Speed -100 to 100 % rated speed 

Void fract ion a to 100 % 

The steady state tests were performed at the Atomic Division Laboratory of \Nest

inghouse Canada (WCL) in Hamilton , Ontario. Transient LOCA simulations "vere 

performed at the AN C facilities in Idaho with a similar system configurat ion to the 

steady state tests. The original ANC head difference data [10] along with the SOPHT 

values are shown in figure 3.2.3. The SOPHT code calculates the head difference from 

either of two curves depending on the pump state of operation. For the HAN , HAD, 

HAT, and HAR regions , the 'within range' head difference curve is used l while for 

the HVN , HVD, HVT, and HVR regions the 'without range' head difference curve 

is used2 . 'While the SOPHT head difference model overlaps with the ANC data in 

the HAN, and HVN regions , there is notable discrepancy in the other four quadrants 

of operation. Therefore, both models of head difference have been implemented in 

RELAP5 and the sensit ivity of transient results to the head difference correlations 

will be analyzed in chapter 4. 

It is shown in reference [10] (pg. 3-16) that the head loss ratio j\l1 ((};) = h~~~~1~¢ IS 

1 Reference [21], subroutine pump.f lines 88-90 
2Reference [21], subrout ine pump.f lines 93-95 
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between the SOPHT(within and without) and ANC degraded 
head difference(HAN, HVD, HVN, HAD, HAT, HVT, HAR, HVR) 

essentially a function of the void fraction. For inlet void fractions less than 20 percent , 

the two phase flow is in the form of dispersed vapor bubbles t hrough a continuous 

liquid phase. Wit hin this region, " the presence of dispersed bubbles might change 

the incidence angle or hydraulic response of t he pump, and might sometimes give 

a better performance than for single phase" [7]. At void fractions between 20 to 80 

percent, a change in the flow regime from bubbly to slug flow is expected result ing in 

a larger difference between the single phase head and the actual head. At higher void 

fractions t he flow regime changes to annular/mist, returning to single phase vapor at 

100 percent void. It was found in [10] t hat " the more homogeneous t he flow regime 

the closely the relative losses approach the single phase values", which results in a 

head multiplier close to O. 

The effect of flow regime on the effective pump head can be captured through t he 

multiplier NI(a) in equation 3.13. Three mult ipliers have been developed by ANC, 

differing through the value of h used to obtain the mult iplier. The Semi-Scale test 
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results along with the multiplier correlations are shown in the figure below. The mul

tiplier M2 (a) = ~l </> -~SS is based on the steady state two phase tests (test no. 1008, 
11</>- 2</> 

1010) performed at the 'Westinghouse Canada test loop where hss is the two phase 

homologous value measured from the steady state tests. M2 (a) indicates that the two 

phase head does not change for inlet void fractions of 0 to 8% and increases to a fully 

degraded value at an inlet void fraction of 20%, staying at this fully degraded value for 

void fractions lower than 90% and reducing thereon to the head corresponding to the 

single phase vapor values at a void fraction of 1.0. jI!f3 (a) = h~::_h~" is calculated from 

the homologous value htr of transient two phase data simulating a SBLOCA(tests 

1008, 1010). It is suggested in [10] that M3(a) may be useful in analyzing small pipe 

breaks where significant head degradat ion does not take place due to the lower voids 

present and the longer duration ofthe transient. A third correlation .111M (a) = h~:</>-!:~r 

developed from semi scale isothermal tests performed at Idaho Laboratories (tests 5-

0l-4A and 5-01-5) simulating a LBLOCA. To study the effect of pump degradation 

on transient results , all three correlations have been inputted. 
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3.2.4 Steam generator 

Coolant from the reactor outlet header flows into the semi-spherical steam generator 

inlet head where it is distributed amongst 4663 inverted U-tubes with inner diameter 

0.0136 m, and thickness of 0.00114 m, composed from Inconel 800 [8]. The U-tubes 

are modeled as an equivalent pipe using the parallel averaging formulas discussed 

in section 3.1. On the secondary side , feedwater is directed through the feed-in 

nozzle into the pre-heater sect ion. Approximately 15% of t he nozzle flow reaches 

the lower boiler section through the thermal leakage plate located at the bottom 

of the steam generator. The remainder of the feedwater is directed upward in the 

pre-heater section where it flows through six semicircular baffles before reaching the 

upper boiler section. Following the modeling in [20], the flow through the thermal 

plate is modeled as coming directly from t he feed-in nozzle. As most of the wetted 

perimeter is composed of the U-tubes ' outer perimeter , the surface roughness of the 

U-tubes corresponding 1.5 * 10- 6 m is used for the pre-heater , lower boiler and upper 

boiler sections of the steam generator. Due to the irregular flow path of the pre-heater 

section, the appropriate minor loss may be estimated from boiler operating conditions 

as follows: 

Feed water enters at the bottom of the pre-heater section at 177° C and a pressure 

of approximately 5200 kPa[20], and reaches saturation (Tsat=266.4° C) by the time 

t he flow reaches t he top of t he pre-hcater sect ion. As t he hydraulic diamcter and 

flow areas in the upper steam generator sect ions are fairly large, it is reasonable 

to assume that the pressure drop due to major and minor losses in these sections is 

negligible. The pressure at point 2 may then be calculated by summing the hydrostatic 

pressure f::lPhydro - static = pgf::l z with the boiler design pressure in the separator section 

(P=5068 kPa). The pressure at the top of t he pre-heater section is therefore P=5068 

kPa + 9.81 *775. 19*(16.053-3.62)=5162.548 kPa. The minor loss for the pre-heater 

section was then found through the application of Bernoulli 's equation to have a value 
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of K = 1671 Pa/Pa. 

The flows from the lower boiler section and pre-heater sections merge together in the 

upper boiler section and flow amongst the outer perimeter of inverted U-tubes to the 

riser. A total of 104 centrifugal separators are placed at the top of the riser section. 

The two phase fluw from the riser section is split amongst the separators. Vapor-liquid 

separation is achieved in two stages. The primary separators separate the bulk vapor 

from the liquid , while the secondary separators/dryers remove any droplets/ bubbles 

remaining in the vapor core. The separation process is modeled using the simple 

separator component available in RELAP5. The separator component consists of 

three junctions; junction ) 3 corresponds to the separator inlet carrying the steam

water mixture and is connected to the upper boiler section, junction ) 2 represents 

the liquid fall back from the separator and is connected to the down comer, and 

junction )1 corresponds to the vapor outlet and is connected to the steam dome. 

Two additional inputs are required for the separator component. VOVER is the 

vapor volume void fraction above which the flow out ofthe vapor out let is pure vapor. 

VUN DER corresponds to the liquid volume void fraction above which the flow out 

of the liquid fall back is pure liquid [26]. The values for VOVER and VUNDER were 

varied unt il the appropriate vapor outlet mass flow and steam generator circulation 

ratio were reached. 

Liquid level in the drum is controlled through the boiler level control system. A time 

dependent junction was used to model the feed in nozzle. The flow from the time 

dependant junction(flow boundary condition) is varied unt il the steam generator level 

set point is reached. The set point is calculated based on the reactor thermal power 

at steady state details of which are described below. 

In the CANDU 900, reactor thermal power is calculated from the temperature and 

flow measurements of t he forty four finch channels[19]. In the RELAP simulations, 

flow and temperature measurements are obtained based on measurements from the 
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average channel. The channel outlet quality x may be calculated from: 

x = k1 (1 _ ~o1Ltlet ) 
m 'inlet 

(3.14) 

where m o1Ltlet. m inlet are the coolant flow rates in kg/s at the outlet feeder and at t he 

inlet feeder respectively and k1 has a value of 0.0788[12]. Channel thermal pO'wer is 

then calculated as: 

where the constants K 2 , K3 , K4 are given as[12] : 

o k\¥ /(kg/s) 

0.009 kW /(kg/s)/ oC 

1215.0 kW / (kg/s) 

Boiler level set point is then calculated from the average channel power as3 : 

and the constants C1 and C2 have values of 2.1 m and 0.227 m/ .f(%F P) 4. 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

A governor valve at the top of the steam generator connects the main steam line 

to the turbine , and controls the steam generator operating pressure. The turbine is 

modeled as a t ime dependent volume with the appropriate boundary condition. A 

servo valve is used to model the governor valve. Valve stem position is controlled 

based on a proportional plus integral controller driven by the boiler pressure error 

defined as ESG-pressure = Pset - P steam-c1ome ' Pset is taken to be the design operating 

3Reference [21],subroutine blcdig.f 
4Reference [20], CV14 
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pressure of 5068 kPa[8] . 

3.2.5 PHTS Pressure Control 

All large nuclear power plants are designed for base-load service[25] . Hence, the chief 

concept of the cont rol system in CANDUs is that the reactor pressure be maintained 

approximately. This is achieved through the pressure and inventory control system. 

The purpose of the system is to sustain a specific system pressure, and a specific level 

of invent ory in the heat transport system. System pressure is controlled through the 

pressure of pressurizer. Pressurizer pressure is controlled by heat addition through six 

heaters placed at the bottom of the pressurizer , or by bleeding heavy water vapor from 

the pressurizer to the bleed condenser through the steam bleed valve. Two modes 

of control exist for the HTS pressure and inventory control system; the "narrow 

range" [12] cont rol program is activated when the reactor is operating at power , and 

the "wide range" [12J control program is activat ed when the reactor is shutdown and 

the heat transport system is either warming up or being cooled down. The cont rol 

program is executed every two seconds. The details of the "narrow range" control 

program are discussed below. 

The pressure error EpROH is calculat ed as t he difference between the maximum of the 

four reactor outlet header pressures PR OH 5 and the pressure set point Pset provided 

in [20]. The error dead band is reported in CV2 of [20] to be equal to E db = 30 kPa. 

The valve demand on the steam bleed valve is then calculated from the pressure error 

E pROH = PROH - Pset as6 : 

if E pRO H ~ Epdb 

if E pRO H 2: Epdb 

Valve Demand = 0 

Valve Demand = GAIN * (EpROH - Edb ) 

5Reference [21], subrout ine anlgcn.f lines:75-79 
6Reference [21], subrout ine anlgcn.f 
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where valve demand gain on the error is reported in CV2 of [20] to have a value of 

GAIN = 0.004 valvelift/kPa. 

In the case that system pressure is below the given set point pressure, heat is added 

through five on/ off and one variable heater to increase overall system pressure. Each 

heater is assumed to have a m3u'(imum power of 250 k W 7. A minimum pressure level 

below which the heaters are turned off is given 8 as Lmin = 0.8 m. In addition to the 

pressure error , a temperature error is also used to derive the heaters. For pressures 

greater than 8901.0 kPa, the saturation temperature T SAT,RoHof the reactor outlet 

header is calculated at each program execution as9 : 

TSAT,TOh = b + a(PROH - c) (3.17) 

where a, b , and c, are reported in [20]10 to have values of 0.0075727 °C/kPa, 301.67 

oC, and 8901.0 kPa respectively. The temperature error may then be calculated as 

the difference between the header temperature TROH and the saturation temperature 

such that 11 : 

Etemp = T SAT,RO H - TROH (3 .18) 

The variable heater power demand is then calculated from 12 as: 

QVH = G1EpROH + G2Etemp for PROH ::::: 8901 kPa 

Q V H = 0 else 

The pressure and temperature controller gain variables are calculated from inputs 

of the CV17 card in [20] to have values of G1 = 3.0kW /kPa = 0.012 l / kPa, and 
250k'vV 

7Reference [20], CV17 
8Reference [20], CV17 
9Reference [21], subrout ine anlgcn.f:lines 241-244 

IOCV17 
11 Reference [21], subroutine anglcn.f 
12 [21], subrout ine anglcn.f:lines 243-258 
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G = 600kVl ;o C = 2 4 l /o e 
2 250kW . . 

Variable heaters are turned on QO/F = 1.0 if the reactor outlet pressure drops below 

9851 kPa, and the temperature error is greater than the minimum temperature error 

of 2.8 °e13 . Both the variable heater 's gain QVH and the on/ off heaters ' gain QO/F 

are overwritten to zero if the pressurizer water level is lower than Lm i n = 0.8 m14. 

The total power to be supplied to the heaters can then be calculated from: 

PHEATERS = 250kW * [QV H + 5 * QO/ F]( l - QLOST) (3.19) 

vvhere QLOST is the fraction of the power considered lost to the environment and 

is reported as QLOST = 0 kW in [20]15. The heaters are assumed to be accurately 

represented as first order instruments with a time delay of t s = 37.5 S16. Actual heater 

power P at each time-step is then calculated from the solution of[32]: 

dP P 
(3.20) 

The heaters are modeled as a heat structure connected to the lower section of the 

pressurizer with the power calculated from equation 3.20 deposited directly to the 

coolant so that no heat conduction is modeled . 

The water level in the pressurizer provides an indication for the total HTS coolant 

inventory. The heat transport feed and the heat transport bleed valves connecting the 

reflux condenser to the primary heat t ransport system are used to add and remove 

coolant from the system. As the presence of of the HT inventory control system does 

not contribute to the transient results (flow from the system is less than 10kg/ s under 

normal operating conditions) , the inventory level control system is not accounted for 

13Refel'ence [20], CV17 
14Reference [20], CV17 
15 CV17 
16Reference [20], CV17 
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in the RELAP5 model. Instead , the pressurizer is connected to a t ime dependant 

volume through a time dependant junction. Coolant is added or removed from the 

HTS to/ from the t ime dependant volume until the appropriate pressurizer level is 

reached at steady state. The time dependant volume is then isolated from the HTS by 

setting the flow from the time dependant junction to zero at the start of the transient. 

The pressurizer set point level Ls is calculated based on the reactor linear power 

PLINM . In order to account for the time lag involved between the power measurement 

and t he pressurizer water swelling, a linear fil ter is applied to the linear power (given 

in terms of fr action of full power). The filtered pOVler at the new t ime step PJN is 

calculated from17 : 

[ Ts] n-l Ts 
P'lN = 1 - To PJN + To PLINJv! 

CPFLT CPFLT 
(3.21) 

where the constants T s , and T CPFLT are the sampling time and filter calculation 

time18 provided in CV 4 of [20] are taken to be equal to to 2s and lOs respectively. 

The level set-point may then be calculated from the table below[12]. 

FJN Set Point L s in m 

0 3.640 

0.86 5.910 

0.91 6.105 

1.0 6.750 

2:: 1. 03 7.0264 

Table 3. 18: Pressurizer level set-point in terms of reactor 

linear powp.r 

17Reference [21], subrout ine anlgsb.f line 135 
18Reference [21], subroutine anlgcn.f lines 199 -204 
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3.2.6 Point Kinetics Model and SDSI 

Power measurements are simulated using a point kinetics model. Reactor power is 

computed from the point kinetics approximation assuming t hat the reactor power may 

be represented by the product of a space and a time function. As a consequence of this 

approximation, it is assumed t hat the relative power distribution remains the same as 

that under normal operating condit ions, and that the effect of the shutdown system 

can be accurately expressed as a function of the bulk reactor reactivity. Changes in 

reactivity can be considered as internal(reactivity resulting from changes in fuel tem

perature, coolant temperature, and coolant voiding) and external(reactivity resulting 

from shut-down rods , zone controllers, and adjuster rods). Moderator temperature 

feedback effects are not modeled as litt le heat transfer takes place between the pres

sure tube and the calandria tube during the early blowdown period and a constant 

moderator temperature may be assumed. 

Two main factors contribute to fuel temperature reactivity[34]: 

1. Neutron Spectrum Effect: A change in fuel temperature results in an effective 

change in the temperature of the neutrons in the fuel. An increase in fuel tem

perature results in the the peak of the thermal neut ron spectrum to decrease, 

with the average of the most probable neutron density to increase. The repro

duction factor in the six factor formula is most affected by this phenomena. 

2. Doppler Effect: An increase in fuel temperature results to a lower resonance 

escape probability due to the increase capture of neutrons by 238U, resulting in 

an overall decrease in reactivity. 

As suggested in reference [33] , a second order polynomial interpolation was used 

to generate the graph. The uncertainty of ±20% is assumed for fuel temperature 

reactivity. 

Reactivity changes due to coolant voiding in the core stem from[35]: 
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Figure 3.11: Change in reactivity due to fuel temperature 

1. Fast Fission Factor: Under normal operating conditions , the coolant acts as a 

moderator for high energy neutrons, thereby reducing the occurrence possibility 

of fast fission with 238U. Voiding of the coolant results in an overall increase in 

the rate of fast fission with 238U resulting in an increase in reactivity. 

2. Resonance Absorption Factor: Neutrons of thermal energy are up-scattered by 

the coolant into the low resonance capture energy range of 238U and 239PU. 

Thermal absorption in 238U are parasitic, while absorption by 239pu may lead 

to fission. Coolant voiding has the effect of decreasing the low resonance capture 

with an overall effect of a positive change in reactivity. The effect is reduced 

with increasing burn-up due to the increase in 239pU concentration. 

The reactivity change for complete voiding of one loop(half core void) is reported to 

be 8.2 mk[19]. This is taken to be 52% of the reactivity change for a fully voided 

core. Reference [33] suggests that the dependence of 6.kvoid with respect to core void 

is linear wit h 6.kvoid = 0 at Peore = Pre! where Pre! is the core density at the start of 
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the transient . The core coolant density P eare can be calculated from [33] : 

(3.22) 

where Pij , and Pij are the density, and power at node j of group i respectively. The 

average core void a eare can be approximated from: 

P eaTe a eare = 1---
P,·e! 

An uncertainty of (J = ±2 mk is assumed for coolant void reactivity. 

(3.23) 

Two independent shutdown systems (SDS1 and SDS2) are used to shutdown the 

reactor in the case of a power excursion. The systems are set to activate when certain 

sensed parameters exceed their set point values. As SDS1 is activated prior to SDS2, 

only SDS1 will be modeled. 

SDS1 employs 32 neutron absorbing rods into the reactor core. The rods are in the 

form of a steel-cadmium-stainless steel sandwich tube with a length of 5.72 m and an 

outer diameter of 112.7 mm [19]. The net reactivity worth (for equilibrium core) is 

reported in [19] to be -71 ± 3 mk for insertion all 32 rods , and -51.3 ± 2 mk ,vith the 

two most effective rods removed. Two factors contribute to the net reactivity worth 

of the shutoff rods: those associated with the prediction of the position of the rods as 

they move through the moderator , and those associated with the reactivity worth of 

the shutoff rods in the core for a given position. Figure 3.2.6 compares the t abulated 

sopht data for the net reactivity worth of the shutoff rods to those for a 100% pump 

suction and a 20% reactor inlet header. As can be seen from the figure, t he impact 

of the core 's flux distribution change from the reactor 's equilibrium conditions on the 

net reactivity 'North of the shutoff rods is minimal. The minor differences are most 

likely due to updated calculations for rod insertion rate. An uncertainty of ± 1mk is 
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Figure 3.12: SDS1 normalized reactivity vs. t ime after trip 

chosen to be applied to the shutoff rods reactivity worth. 

Two trips are considered for SDS1. The Neutron Over Power Trip (NOP) compares 

t he sensed reactor power measured from in-core neutron flux detectors to a set point 

of 1.20% FP for SDS1. In the RELAP5 model , two transformations of the form of 

equation 3.20 modeling first order instrument delays, are applied to the fission power 

calculated from the reactor kinetics module. The result is compared to the power set 

point. A trip t ime delay of 0.30 ms is added to simulate the delay between the trip 

activation and SDS1 initialization. The set point uncertainty is assumed to be an 

unbiased normal with a = 3/4 = 0.75%. 

The High Power Log Rate(HLR) trip compares the rate of the reactor log power 

measured from in core ion detectors to a set point of 0.15% FP Is. In the RELAP5 

model , two transformations of the form of equation 3.20 are applied to the rate of the 

logarit hm of the fission power. T he result is compared to t he set point. 

The table below lists t he time constants TI , T2 for NOP and HLR t rips. 

I Trip 
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NOP 0.2 ms 0.2 ms 

HLR 180 ms 190 ms 

The fission power Pf(t) is calculated from the solution of the point kinetics equations: 

(3.24) 

d f3 Ji 
dt Ci(t) = A ·t/J (t) - AiCi(t) (3.25) 

Pf(t) = Qf'lj; (t) (3.26) 

where Q f is taken to be 200 MeV/fission. The delayed neutron fraction for group i 

f3i and time constants Ai are reported in [33] and are reproduced below. These values 

describe the life time and relative amplitudes of neutrons produced as result of beta 

decay of fission products and emissions of photoneutrons through (t, n) reactions. 

The total neutron fraction f3eff is reported in [33] to have a value of 0.00582 . The un

certainty for contribution from fission product beta decay with the released neutrons 

in the energy range of 0.5-4 MeV for fissions in 235U and 239pU are reported in reference 

[39] as 3.5 %, and 4.1 % respectively. The larger of the two uncertainties is assumed. 

The same uncertainty is assumed to apply for the contribution of photoneutrons to 

total delayed neutron fraction. The overall contribution of the photo neutrons is ap

proximately 5% [36]. The uncertainty for the delayed neutron fraction is therefore 

taken (J = )(0.95 * 4)2 + 0.5 * 42 = 4.6%. The normalized delayed fractions for each 

group along with their respective time constants are provided in the table below[33]. 

group normalized f3i A -1 i s 

i=1 0.050687285 0.000612 

i=2 0.200171821 0.03155 
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i=3 0.177491409 0.1218 

i=4 0.403780069 0.3175 

i=5 0.134020619 1.389 

i= 6 .033848797 3.784 

The prompt neutron generation life time is reported in [33] as A = 0.902 * 1O- 3s for 

equilibrium fuel. This parameter is dependent on neutron velocities in the fast and 

thermal energy regions. Since neutrons generally spend most of their lifetimes in the 

thermal region, the accuracy of the thermal neutron velocities has a greater effect 

on the data. Unfortunately, no data in open literature was found to calculate the 

uncertainty ranges for the generation lifetime. A normal with a standard deviation 

of ±5% is assumed. 
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3.3 Uncertainty Analysis for Plant Operating Pa-

rameters 

The use of a limited set of data with n points to represent the entire data set results 

in sampling error. The sampling error for a calculated statistic (mean, standard 

deviation) can be approximated to a set confidence level C through the theories of 

statistical inference. If the distribution is normal , the parent population mean ~i can 

be found for a given confidence interval, using the sample mean jj and the sample 

deviation (j from [41]: 
~ifo 

tC,n-l = -_-
M 

(3 .27) 

where t C,n- l has a known distribution p(t) called the Student t-distribution with n-1 

degrees of freedom. 

Similarly the standard deviation (J of the parent population is related to the sample 

standard deviation (j through[41]: 

(3.28) 

where X2 follows the chi-squared distribution with n - 1 degrees of freedom. 

3.3.1 Bulk Reactor Power 

Figure 3.3.1 shows the bulk reactor observed power in terms of % FP. The observed 

data variation for bulk reactor power is assumed to follow a normal distribution 

with mean of jj = 99.84 % FP and a standard deviation of (j = 0.0954 % FP. The 

one sided error estimates with 95 percent confidence for the mean and the standard 

deviation are calculated to be 0.0093 and 0.0016 % FP respectively and are too small 

to have any significant contribution. Error distribution for the measuring instrument 
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F igure 3. 13: Observed bulk reactor power distribut ion 
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uncertaint ies are not available. The measurement error is assumed to be normally 

distributed with a standard deviation of 0.5% FP. A 1.5% bias [44J is assumed for the 

reactor bulk power. 

3.3.2 Core-wide Maximum Channel Power 

At Darlington NGS, the license limit states that "The total power generated in any 

fuel channel of the reactor core shall not exceed 7.2 megawatts under normal steady

state operating conditions. " [42J This compliance is achieved through the estimation of 

channel powers either by direct measurement of the FINCH channels or computation. 

In both cases, the estimated powers suffer from uncertaint ies. This analysis uses 

simulation results from t he SORa code for Darlington Unit lover t he period of 

December 31, 2007 to October 29, 2009. The SORa code calculates the channel 

specific powers for the 480 channels of the Darlington Core. The SORa error is 

defined as the relative ratio of the difference between the calculated SORa channel 
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powers {51 , 52 , ... , 5480 } and the true channel powers {Ql , Q2, ... , Q480} to the true 

channel powers such that: 

(3.29) 

The SORO error for each channel ti may then be decomposed into a core common 

reactor power tRP and a channel specific FLUX error component tFLUX such that 

ti = tRP + tFLUX' Traditionally, the simulation error was accounted for by taking 

both errors to be at their ma...'Cimum and simply adding the ma...'Cimum error to the 

results. For example, if the simulation error uncertainty (accounting for the mea

surement errors) is !J then the maximum uncertainty is taken to be Za !J , where Za is 

the 100(1-a) percentile point of the standard normal distribution. For Darlington, 

the SORO simulation error is reported in [42] as !J = 1. 71 %[42], then for the 95 th 

percentile, the maximum uncertainty of 2!J = 3.58% may be used. Such treatment 

of the maximum channel power uncertainty leads to unnecessarily conservative MCP 

compliance. Reference [42], formulates an algorithm for calculating the least upper 

bound of the maximum error for the (1 - a) * 100th percentile point . The details of 

the algorithm are as follows [42] : 

1. For a given reactor state, {Ql , Q2 , ... , Q480} are the SORO computed channel 

powers. Let Qmax = max{Ql , Q2 , .. . , Q480} 

2. For t=1 ,2,3,4, ... ,N do 

(a) choose tRP randomly a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 

!JRP 

(b) choose tFLUX ,i randomly a normal distribution with a standard deviation 

of !J FLU X for each of the i = 1, 2, . .480 channels 

(c) let ti = tRP + fFLUX ,i 
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(f) let 77t = (Smax - Qmax)/Qmax 

3. Sort the sample {7]1 , 7]2, ... , 7]N } in the ascending order. The resulting sample is 

7](1) , 7](2), ... , 7](N) 

4. For a given ex , compute an estimate ifc'O of the optimal maximum uncertainty 

from ifo: = -7]o:N+1 

The number of simulations N is determined by considering an error of the computed 

percentile whose standard deviation is [42] : 

(Yo: = Vex (l- ex) 
N 

(3.30) 

For example, for N = 100, 000 and ex = 0.05 , then (Yo: = 0.068%. In the above analysis , 

(YRP , (YFLUX were taken to be 1% and 1.39% respectively(for Darlington Unit1)[42]. 

Data for 136 reactor states covering the mentioned periods have been conglomerated 

to get an overall estimate for 7]0:' 

Repetition of the above algorithm for various values of ex leads to a cumulative dis

tribution function for the maximum channel power error. The distribution of the 

maximum channel power errors can be accurately represented as a normal with stan

dard deviation of 1.5% with zero skewness. 

3.3.3 Core Wide Maximum Bundle Power 

The figure below shows a histogram of 136 SORa calculated states for the core-wide 

maximum bundle power over the period of December 31, 2007 to October 29, 2009 

for Darlington Unit 1. The data is found to conform to a normal distribution with a 
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mean of 801 kvV and a standard deviation of 1.4 %. 

Estimation of the bundle power error is a difficult task due to t he lack of direct 

measurement data . Reference [43] outlines a methodology for estimating the SORO 

simulation error through comparison of the SORO simulated bundle powers with the 

irradiation dependent power bundle powers estimated from the PO\iVDERPUFS ' H 

and F factors for the 44 FINCH channels. The irradiation Wk,c (t) for bundle k in 

channel c at t ime t may be defined as[43]: 

(3.31) 

where F(w) is a flux depression factor account ing for the fact that the flux in the 

bundle is less t han the thermal flux <p (t ). The bundle power is then defined as the 

rate at which a fuel bundle t ransfers its energy to the HTS and is given by: 

B(t) = cH [w (t )]<p(t) (3.32) 

VVhere the coefficient c is the rat io of the generated thermal power to the produced 

fission power (taken to be 0.9) and the H-factor H(w) is t he bundle's fission power 

per cell-averaged thermal flux . Defining y(w) = c ~i:; , it is easy to show that : 

B(t) = wl(t)y [w (t) ] (3.33) 

where W i (t ) is the derivative of the irradiation with respect to time. The bundle 

power can therefore be calculated from t he irradiation w (t ) and the function y (w (t) ). 

The function y (w (t)) may be accurately represented as a 7 th order polynomial with 

coefficients calculated through the minimization of the error L:cE F II Mc,t - Q c,t W 
where iVlc,t is the measured channel power for each of the 44 finch channels and Q c,t = 

L:~: l BPk,c(t) = L:~: l w~ ,c ( t )Y [Wk , c ( t )] = L:J= l PI L:~: l w~ ,c (t ) wi,c (t) is the calculated 
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channel povver. The individual bundle power errors (TV - BP) / BP , where W is 

the SORO computed bundle power , and BP is the irradiation dependent calculated 

bundle power used to estimate the t rue bundle power are presented in [43]. It ,vas 

found that essentially all bundle errors lie in the interval of ±10%. Furthermore, it 

as found that the error means generally decrease with increasing bundle positions. 

The systematic component of the error (mean error) is reported as 2.74% for bundle 

6, with a irradiation dependent random component of (J' = 0.075. In the current 

analysis, it is assumed that the maximum bundle power occurs at the center of the 

channel (bundles 6 and 7) with bundles at positions 6 and 7, having the maximum 

bundle powers. 

3.3.4 RIR Temperature and ROR Pressure 

As instrument uncertainties were not available for the measuring thermocouples, the 

values reported in reference [44] are used instead. Reference [44] reports the RIH 

temperature to be normally distributed with a mean of 265 DC and a standard devi

ation of 0.17. Similarly the ROH pressure is reported to have a normal distribution 

with a mean of 9.8 MPa and a standard deviation of 0.019. 

3.3.5 Evaluation of Interdependence 

The existence of interdependence between various operating parameters must be taken 

into account for t he integrated uncertainty analysis. For example, under normal 

operating conditions the heat transport system pressure is dependent on the total 

inventory mass, and the energy of t he system. Therefore, it may be expected that 

the reactor out let pressure and the reactor inlet temperature are correlated. A good 

measure of the dependence of two parameters x and y is the Pearson correlation 
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coefficient , defined as : 

2:::1 (Xi - X)(Yi - y) 
r x ,y = ,===================== 

. I ", N ( -)2 ",N ( -)2 V D i=1 Xi - X D i=1 Yi - Y 

(3.34) 

where x, y are the means of t he sample data sets {xd , {Yd respectively. The coefficient 

rx ,y has values between ± 1 with the values in the range of Ir x ,y I ::; 0.5 indicating a 

weak correlation. The correlation coefficient for RIH temperature and ROH pressure 

have been calculated from data corresponding to the Darlington Unit4 operation on 

May 05, 2008 , December 11 , 2008 and December 11 , 2009. Three measurements for 

each variable are available from three independent measuring instruments for each 

header. The median value is used as the representing value for each data set . The 

correlation coefficient for the three days of operation for each of the corresponding 

quadrants have been calculated and are presented in the table below. 

Date NE NvV SE SW 

May 05 , 2008 0.2798 0.1949 0.0202 0.1986 

December 11 , 2008 0.0867 0.1142 0.0809 0.0028 

December 11 , 2009 -0.0403 0.2504 -0.0096 0.2487 

As seen, the maximum calculated value of the correlation coefficient is 0.27 indicat

ing a weak correlation between the two parameters . This should be expected as the 

reactor outlet pressure is controlled by the pressure control system. 

Another pair of parameters that may be correlated are the core-wide maximum chan

nel power and maximum bundle power. The channel power is the sum of the powers 

produced by each of 13 bundles in the channel. Therefore, the maximum bundle power 

(channel specific) is expected to be strongly correlated "vit h the channel power. How

ever , in this analysis, it is assumed that the core-wide maximum channel and bundle 
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powers occur in the same channel. This is usually not the case and there is little rea

son to believe vvhy the two should be correlated. The correlation coefficient for the 

maximum channel power and bundle powers calculated from the SORa simulations 

corresponding to operation of Darlington Unitl over the year of 2008 is calculated to 

be equal to 0.27, indicative of no strong correlation between the two parameters. 

3.4 Uncertainty Data for Modeling Parameters 

3.4.1 Wall to Fluid Heat 'fransfer 

If a solid surface is defined as having a convective boundary attached to it, the heat. 

transfer coefficients are calculated and passed on to the conduction solution. The 

general expression for the heat flux is given as[29j: 

q~~tal = hwgg(Tw- Tg)+hwgspt(Tw- Tspt)+hwgspp (Tw- Tspp) +hwJ J(Tw- TJ )+hwJsPt (Tw- Tspt ) 

(3 .35) 

where: 

hwgg = htc to vapor/gas, with the vapor/gas temperature as the reference tem

perature CW / m2 K) 

hwgspt= htc to vapor/gas , with the saturation temperature based on the total 

pressure as the reference temperature (vV / m 2K) 

hwgspp= htc to vapor/gas, with the saturation temperature based on the vapor 

partial pressure as the reference temperature (W /m,2K) 

hwJ J= htc to liquid, with the liquid temperature as the reference temperature 

(vV /m2 K) 
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h.wjspt= htc to liquid ) with the saturation temperature based on the total pres-

sure as the reference temperature CW /m,2 K) 

Tw= wall surface temperature (K) 

Tg= vapor/gas temperature (K) 

T j = liquid temperature (K) 

Tspt= saturation temperature based on the total pressure (K) 

Tspp= saturation temperature based on the partial pressure of vapor in the 

bulk (K) 

Usually for most flow regimes only one or two of the heat transfer coefficients in the 

above equations are non-zero. 

Pre-CHF Heat Transfer 

The heat transfer coefficient used by RELAP5 for single phase forced convective heat 

transfer is the Dittus-Boetler correlation. The correlation has the form [29]: 

(3.36) 

where hsp is the single phase heat transfer coefficient and the value of C = 0.023[52] 

with the exponent of the Prandtl number n = 0.4 is used in the code. The range of 

conditions for the data used in deriving the Dittus-Boelter correlation was found to 

have a scatter of 40% [52) 29]. The uncertainty is therefore modeled as an unbiased 

normal having a standard deviation of 40%. 

The correlatioll proposed by Chen[29] is used for the nucleate boiling model. De

tails of the model can be found in references [2]. The Chen correlation calculates the 

heat flux as a weighted average of the heat flux due to forced convection (macroscopic 
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convection term) and the heat flux due to nucleate boiling (microscopic boiling term) 

and has the following form [29] : 

(3.37) 

where 

F = 2.35(Xu l + 0.213)°·736 comes from the inverse 

Lockhart-Martinelli factor 

Xtt 

X-I = (Gq )0.9(E1. )0.5 ( !.!:IL) 0.1 
tt G f pg J.lf 

and the suppression factor S is dependent on the F factor. 

The macroscopic forced convection term hm ac is given by the Dittus Boelter equation 

(3.36) and the microscopic boiling term is calculated from [29] : 

kO.79 CO 45p 0.49 gO.25 
} . - 0001?2( f pf' f f ) ATo.24 ApO.75 
~mtc -. ~ (J"0.5ItO.29 ho.24 pO. 24 Ll w Ll 

r- f fg g 

(3.38) 

Note that in the subcooled nucleate boiling region, the subcooled liquid conditions 

are used for the convection term so that Tw - Tliquid is used in equation (3.37) instead 

of T wall - T spt ' The correlation has been applied to both water and organic fluids 

covering a range of: 

Pressure 

Liquid Velocity 

Quality 

Heat Flux 

0.05-3.48 MPa 

0.06-4.5 mls 
1-59 % 

41-240 kW 1m2 

The uncertainty in the data is tabulated in reference[29] with a maximum scatter of 

15.4%. The model uncertainty is therefore taken to be an unbiased normal with a 

standard deviation of (J" = 15.4%. 
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CHF Multiplier 

The encountered high void fractions and mass flovvs result in the annular dispersed 

regime, where a thin liquid film covers the walls while vapor and entrained droplets 

move at a higher velocity in the core. In this regime, a continuous thinning of the 

liquid film occurs, caused by entrainment of the liquid (in the core region) and evap

oration at the interface as a result of conduction through the film . The film thickness 

decreases along the length of the pipe and with increasing heat flux until eventu

ally entrainment is suppressed . An imbalance between the rate of droplet deposition 

and the rate of evaporation results in the breakdown of the film . This results in a 

moderate surface temperature rise. 

Two mechanisms promote this liquid film breakdown[5J. At low flows and high quali

ties , surface tension forces at the wavy interface dominate. Surface tension gradients 

draw the liquid to areas of high surface tensiOll and the liquid film will eventually 

break down in the valley of the wave. If film t hickness is comparable to the maximum 

possible bubble size, then a momentary drypatch may occur resulting from a possible 

bubble rupture at the interface. The heat flux at which dryout occurs is referred to as 

the Critical Heat Flux(CHF) , and is usually calculated based on correlations derived 

from steady state tests correlating the heat flux with local thermohydraulic properties 

such as pressure, mass flux and equilibrium quality. RELAP5 calculates the critical 

heat flux from interpolation of the 1986 AECL-UO CHF lookup table developed by 

Groeneveld using data for tube geometries. The correlation has the form [29J: 

(3.39) 

where kl to ks are correction factors accounting for bundle geometry and are defined in 

[29J. For pressures above 1 MPa, the data from which the correlation was derived was 
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found to have an RMS error [6] of 52.7%19. At higher pressures and lower heat fluxes 

encountered in CANDUs the uncertainty in the correlation is cited as 10% in reference 

[6]. The CHF correlation as applied in the code has three other sources of uncertainty 

associated with it ; An additional 5% error arises from applying tube data with the 

appropriate multiplied correction factors to estimate CHF in bundle geometries[5]. In 

addition, the deriving data for the correlation was obtained from steady state tests. 

The application of data from steady state tests to transient analysis is investigated in 

[4] and was found to estimate the data reasonably well , with an uncertainty of ±25% 

(taken as 2a) for most tests. Also, note that the modeling is based on the assumption 

that the CHF occurs simultaneously across a bundle while in reality [5] states that 

in a 37 element bundle, " it requires typically 50% increase power (for the same local 

flow conditions, P, G, X) to have the CHF spread across the half the bundle geometry 

and over 100% to spread across the whole geometry." The uncertainty is therefore 

taken to be a normal distribution with a bias of 50% (required for 95% of the bundle 

to dryout) , and a standard deviation of a = V102 + 52 + e; )2 = 16% 

Post CHF Heat Transfer Coefficent 

Upon reaching dryout , the amount of contact between the liquid and the wall is re-

duced leading to a reduction in the heat transfer coefficient and an gradual increase 

in the surface temperature. Evaporation of the liquid as a result of this increase in 

heat flux results in a rapid transition of t he two phase flow conditions to that of single 

phase vapor. Heat transfer mechanisms during this transition consist of heat transfer 

to liquid in direct contact with the wall , heat transfer to the liquid by radiation , heat 

transfer to the apor Glanket via conduction, convection to the flowing vapor and 

heat transfer between t he vapor and the dispersed droplets . Chen's transition boiling 

correlation and Bromley's film boiling correlations are used by RELAP5 to calculate 

19·When using t he Direct Substit ut ion Nlethod 
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the heat flux in this region. The heat flux vaille is taken as the larger predicted value 

by the two models . 

Chen's transition boiling model ignores heat transfer to the liquid by radiation(reported 

in [29] to be less than 10%) and assumes that the total boiling heat transfer coefficient 

is a sum of heat transfer to the liquid in contact with the wall , and heat transfer to 

the vapor phase. The correlation has the form [29] : 

(3 .40) 

where AI is the empirically calculated fraction of wall wetted area and is depen

dent on the probability of the liquid contacting the walls at each point , and hgg = 

0.0185Reo.83 Pr 1/ 3 is the vapor heat transfer coefficient suggested by Colburn. The 

correlation has been successfully to experiments with a mean deviation of 16.0% cov

ering a range of [29]: 

Pressure: 

Mass flux G: 

Equilibrium quality Xeq : 

Heat flux q": 

0.42-19 .5 MPa 

40.7-3526 kg/m2s 

0.151-1. 728 

0.34-16.6 *105 W 1m2 

The correlation uncertainty is therefore taken to be a normal distribution with a stan

dard deviation of ()' = ~ * 16.0% = 20.1 %. 

Bromley's heat transfer correlation assumes that the repulsive force generated by the 

evaporating liquid is large enough not to permit any liquid contact with the wall. 

The conduction mechanism of the model is modeled as[29]: 

gp k2(p - p)h C 
h!spt = 0.62[ 9 gig Ig P9]O.25 lVIa 

L(Tw - Tspt)Prg 
(3.41) 

where A1a is a correction factor based on the void fraction and takes a value between 

unity for low void fractions and zero for high void fractions CY. g = 0.999. The deriving 
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data was correlated to within ±18% which is taken as the standard deviation. The 

correlation uncertainty is therefore taken as an unbiased normal with a standard 

deviation of (J' = 18%. 

3.4.2 Break Discharge Model 

The discharge of a liquid at high pressure and temperature is governed by the com

pressible behavior of the liquid vapor mixture that is formed as the coolant is dis

charged to the ambient pressure . If the liquid is subcooled or saturated, expansion 

of the liquid from its stagnation condit ions to those at the t hroat(fl ashing) gives rise 

to mechanical and thermal non equilibrium effects result ing in heat , mass and mo

ment um transfer between the phases which characterize t he flow. As the pressure in 

the header is decreased furt her , the point at 'which flashing occurs(saturation tem

perature is reached) is moved further upstream and event ually the flow is two phase 

by the time it reaches the throat . Ignoring wall shear forces, the maximum discharge 

( crit ical flow) G c at any instance in t ime is related to the pressure drop !:::.P between 

the upstream and the t hroat as[53]: 

(3.42) 

where v is the upstream mixt ure specific volume and C is t he orifice discharge coeffi

cient and has the recommended value of 0.8[29]. A general one dimensional expression 
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for two phase, one component critical flow is given in [29] as : 

dv 
G~ = - [k( [l + x(k - 1)]x - 9 + {vg [l + 2x (k - 1)] 

dP 
dx + kvd2(x - 1) + k( l - 2x )]}
dP 

2 dVl + k [l + x(k - ?) - x (k - 1)]-. ~ dP 

Vg dK - 1 + x( l - ::r; )(kVl - k dP) ]t 

66 

(3.43) 

where k is the slip ratio between the vapor and liquid phase and the subscript t indi

cat es that the enclosed quantities are evaluated at the throat. Henry and Fauske[53] 

argued that for flows with low qualities or high pressure in which the flow is nearly ho

mogeneous , mechanical non equilibrium between the phases may be ignored (k ~ 1) . 

Furthermore, they ignore the wall shear forces in the momentum equation (isentropic 

process), giving the simplifying the above equation to[53] : 

G2 = . ~1 
c xfu. + (1 _ x ) oq + (v _ v ) ax 

op oP v 1 OP s 

(3.44) 

where vv , Vl , x, ~~, g~ , and g~ s need to be evaluated at the throat conditions. As 

there is little time for mass transfer , and assuming that heat transfer is negligible so 

that the liquid temperature remains constant throughout the expansion, the entropy 

and quality could be taken the same as the upstream conditions. The liquid may also 

be assumed to be incompressible and its specific volume equal to that of the upstream 

so that Vl,t = Vl ,O' Additionally, the vapor specific volume could be evaluated from 

the isentropic expansion of a gas so that Povv,o'Y = PtVv ,t'Y . vVhile the overall heat 

transfer may be assumed to be negligible, due to the large temperature differences 

between the phases, local heat transfer rate at the throat cannot be ignored and g;t 
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cannot be evaluated by assuming an adiabatic process. Assuming that the vapor 

expansion process may be accurately represented as a polytropic process, the vapor 

specific volume is then evaluated from ~~. t = ~?,' t v"here n is the polytropic index 

derived by Tangren et al(1949) [55]. Henry[29] presented a correlation for the rate of 

interphase mass transfer in constant area ducts expressed as: 

d (1 x·) dSl + X' ds,. d 
~ = - [ - 7iP 0dP'] = N Xeq t 
dP t Sv 0 - SL 0 dP , , 

(3.45) 

where Xeq refers to the equilibrium quality at the throat and the factor N is calculated 

from N = min[l, xc·~? t ]. Substitution of the above terms into equation (3.44) results 
n e 

in the critical value of mass flux given as[53]: 

G2 _ [xov ( ){ (1- xo)N dSL ,eq xoCp.v(l - TJ - 1- 1')]}_1 - - + v - VL 0 -- - ---!....~-~--:--~ 
C TJP V , Sv,eq - SL ,eq dP Pt(sv ,o - SL ,O) 

(3.46) 

To evaluate the pressure , equation (3.44) is coupled with the momentum equation 

and solved iteratively. The assumption of negligible mass transfer , but non negligible 

mass transfer rate implies that the quality at the throat is zero while vapor genera

tion (assumed to occur at saturation) takes place at the throat . The original model 

developed by Henry and Fauske used the ideal gas law to calculate the vapor specific 

volume which results in a discontinuity at the transition point between subcooled and 

two phase choked flow. To remove this discontinuity, the vapor specific volume is 

always evaluated using the water-steam property tables in RELAP5 . The discrep

ancy between the model implemented in RELAP5 and the original model developed 

by Henry and Fauske is smaller than the experimental error for the data upon which 

the model was originally developed and is deemed negligible [29]. 

Reference[l ] presents a comparison between the Nlarviken Tests 14 and 25 experimen

tal data and prediction of the Henry Fauske model using RELAP5. Inspection of the 

error histogram sho'ws t he error in mass flux predictions to be normally distributed 
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with a standard deviation of (J = 0.109. 



Chapter 4 

Results 

4.1 Critical Break Search 

Modeling the break as instantaneous (assumed to open wi thin 10- 5 s ), leads to a 

momentary discontinuity in the pressure gradient term of the momentum equation. 

As a result , immediately following the break, RELAP5 predicts a pressure spike/wave 

propagating (at local sonic speed) upstream of the RIH to the rest of the HTS. The 

amplitude of this pressure wave is dependent on the time step size and the numerical 

scheme of the code with the explicit scheme giving higher values for the pressure wave 

amplitude (approximately 7 MPa) than the implicit scheme (6 NIPa). Reduction in 

time step size was also found to decrease the amplitude of the pressure wave. The 

ampli t ude of this wave is found to have little effect on the overall HTS response as 

the predicted values for the recovered reactor header inlet pressure were found to be 

independent of the numerical scheme and time step sizes. 

69 
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Figure 4. 1: Reactor Inlet Pressure(MPa) for 20, 40 , 60, and 100% of the RIH area 
breaks 

Figure 4.1 displays the pressure in the broken RIH . Since the pressure at the inlet 

header at any instance in time is a function of the total inventory lost (with a weak 

dependence on reactor power , the pump head , and t he local flow transients), and t he 

rate of depressurization of the two headers are approximately equal, breaks where 

the recovered reactor header pressure is close to the ROH pressure lead to the lowest 

header to header different ial pressures. The header to header different ial pressure 

being the deriving force for t he flow, the convective cooling capability of t he fuel for 

such breaks can be expected to be greatly degraded. Figure 4.2 displays the header 

to header differential pressure for the fi rst five seconds of the t ransient. It was found 

breaks in the range of 35% to 50% encounter the lowest differential pressures for the 

longest t imes, leading to flow stagnation across t he broken loop. 
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Figure 4.2: Header to Header different ial pressure for the first 5s of the t ransient 

For breaks with areas less t han 35%, the flow in the loop remains forward , while for 

breaks wit h areas larger than 50% flow reversal occurs. For breaks in the range of 35 

to 50% of RIH area, flow stagnation occurs as a result of t he zero header differential 

resulting in bidirectional flows across the broken loop. For this range of breaks , t he 

flow in the inlet feeders reverse almost instantaneously while the flow in t he outlet 

feeders remain positive. As a result , for such breaks there is little mass and energy 

transfer between the two headers in the broken pass. The governing phenomena for 

such breaks is the buoyancy induced natural circulation resulting from the density 

gradient across t he core. The forces affecting the coolant in t he broken loop during 

this period can be categorized as forces acting to drive the fluid in t he normal flow 

direction and those acting to decelerate t he fluid. The driving forces are due t o 

the header differential pressure 6.P and the hydrostatic density gradient caused by 

the difference between the inlet feeder/channel inlet and out let feeder/channel out let 

g([p6.zl inlet - [p6.zloutlet) . The frictional forces Fjr act to decelerate the fluid . The 

flow in t he channel is expected t o de-accelerat e if t he t otal deriving force is less than 

the frictional forces. The condition for flow stagnation can therefore be represented 
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as: 

6.P + g( [p6.ZLnlet - [p6.Z]outletD < F j r (4.1 ) 

The header t o header different ial pressure is driven by t he overall heat t ransport 

response and is t he same for all channels. It is therefore expected that in chan

nels with low powers and low elevations (groups 1 and 2) giving rise to the small

est buoyancy heads, flow stagnation and reversal will occur earlier t han in chan

nels with higher elevations (groups 5, 6). This phenomena can be observed in 

comparing the flows for channels in group 1 through 6 (Figure 4. 3.2). It can be 

seen t hat due to t he lower elevations of the channels, t he buoyancy head defined as 

H = g([6.ZPLnlet feeder - [6.ZP]outlet feeder) reduces rapidly in regions 1 result ing in flow 

reversal. An interesting phenomena occurs for channels in groups 3 and 4. In these 

channels, the initial buoyancy head (dependent on the channel power) dict at es the 

reversal time with flow reversal occurring later in high power channels. 

Voiding in the crit ical pass occurs immediately following the break due to depressur

ization and boiling enhanced by the power excursion . The Voiding transient for t he 

broken pass is shown in the figure 4.8. Voiding occurs at t he channel outlet (point 

with the highest saturation pressure/highest coolant t emperature) and propagates to 

t he channel inlet. Convective heat t ransfer from the fuel promotes the voiding process 

so that channels with high power are expected to void earlier than the lower power 

channels. The posit ive void reactivity feedback results in a power excursion which is 

terminated by the shutdown system (SDSl) on eit her t he NOP or t he HLR trips. It 

is assumed that the earlier t rip is not functional so that the condit ion for activation 

is to chose t he later of the two. For breaks in t he stagnation region (35 to 50 %), it 

was found that t he high log rate trip is sensed at a later t ime than t he NOP t rip due 

to t he larger time constants involved wit h the instrumentation . 
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Peak power during the transient is dependent on the effective rate of vapor genera

tion in the broken loop, with the 60% break resulting the highest peak powers. Fuel 

centerline temperatures increase as a result of the power excursion and deteriorated 

cooling capabilit ies due to reduction in flow and voiding. The net energy deposition 

in the fuel, defined as the total energy added or removed from the fuel over the pe

riod of the transient , provides a measure for the energy stored in the fuel during the 

transient. The fuel heat content at any time is the sum of the initial energy stored 

in the fuel, and the net energy deposited in the fuel. This quantity is a good mea

sure for expected sheath temperatures as well as possible pressure tube ballooning. 

The higher the net energy deposition, and the higher the initially stored energy in 

the fuel, the higher the fuel centerline and sheath temperatures , and the potential 

for ballooning. The NED is therefore chosen as the figure of merit (FOM) and is 

evaluated by summing the net energy deposition of all the nodes in the broken core. 

Figure 4.3 displays the net energy deposited into the fuel at t=5s for break areas of 

20 to 100% reactor inlet header flow area in 1% intervals. The critical break, defined 

as t he break with the highest NED at t=5s, was found to occur at the break area of 

48% of the reactor inlet header flow area. 
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Figure 4.3: NED(MJ) at t=5s for various break sizes in 1% intervals 
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4.2 Parametric Effect Study 

Figure 4.4 displays the static quality at the reactor inlet header. As seen, for the 

first three seconds of the transient x = 0 and the coolant in the RIB is essentially 

subcooled. Over this period equation 3.46 reduces to[29]: 

2 [( N ds1 ,eq ]_ 1 
G c = Vv ,eq - Vl, O) ( _ ) dP t 

S v ,eq Sl,eq 
(4.2) 

where N = 1 for single phase liquid flow. Since the power pulse phase of the transient 

is essent ially over by t= 3s, the thermal nonequilibrium coefficient Cne has little effect 

on the peak power and NED. 
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Figure 4.4: Static quality at the inlet header 

Figure 4. 5 displays the RIB pressure vs. the total inventory lost (defined as J VVbreakdt) 

for the reference case, and for constant reactor power (no feedback). As seen, the RIB 

pressure is a function of the total inventory lost and is only weakly dependent on the 

reactor power (and the pump head). The mass flux G at any instance in time is cal

culated as G = Cdischarge * Gc where Gc is computed from equation 3.46 and Cdischa rge 

is the or ifice discharge coefficient discussed in chapter 3. Increasing the discharge 

coefficient will therefore have the effect of increasing the inventory lost as a function 

of t ime (figure 4.6) leading to a more rapid depressurization rate(figure 4.7) , while 
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Figure 4.5: RIH Pressure(Pa) vs. total inventory lost (kg) 

decreasing the discharge coefficient Cdischarge has the opposite effect leading to a less 

rapid depressurization. Subsequently, voiding in the core due to depressurization 

(flashing) will be enhanced for higher discharge coefficients leading to higher peak 

powers. 
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Figure 4.6: Inventory lost (kg) vs. time 

Due to the depressurization of the HTS , the coolant in the broken pass reaches sat

uration conditions almost immediately following the break and the effect of single 

phase heat transfer is minimal. Lower single phase heat transfer coefficients result in 

higher init ial sheath temperatures while higher single phase heat transfer coefficients 

result in lower initial sheath temperatures. 

Figure 4.8 displays the average core void and its derivative with respect to time 

quantifying the voiding rate. Due to local fluctuations, the derivative has been cal-

() 
f/i+~t D!core(t)dt 

culated from the average core void defined as Gcore ti = i 6.t. for 6.t = Wms 

intervals. As displayed, there is a steady increase in the voiding rate until CHF is 

reached (usually at node 10 or 11) . Upon reaching CHF, the liquid is no longer in 

contact with the wall and little voiding takes place leading to a rapid reduction in 

the void generation rate. Due to the lower pressures and higher coolant internal en

ergies at the channel outlet , CHF is reached near the channel exit and propagates 

upstream. Figure 4.9 displays the local vapor generation rate in the average channel 

of the broken pass at bundles 12, 7, and 1. Note that the coolant at the channel exit 

reaches saturation conditions immediately following the break. 
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Figure 4.7: Inventory lost (kg) vs. time 

Prior to reaching CHF, the heat t ransfer coefficient is calculated from equation 3.37. 

Boiling enhanced voiding is dependent on the wall superheat with lower wall temper

atures leading to lower voiding rates . It can therefore be expected that increasing the 

pre-chf heat transfer coefficient has t he effect of decreasing the voiding rate across the 

core and thereby resulting in lower peak powers while decreasing the heat transfer 

coefficient has the effect of increasing the wall superheat and thereby increasing t he 

voiding rate resulting in higher peak powers. Simultaneously, higher heat transfer 

coefficients naturally result in greater energy removals and lower NEDs. Figure 4. 10 

displays the core average void during t he first 0.6 seconds following the break for 

pre-chf heat transfer coefficient multipliers of 0.9 and l.l. Higher CHF values result 

in longer liquid-sheath contact times and thereby higher voiding times and conse

quentially slightly higher peak powers. As reactor power is rapidly increasing in this 

phase, the new CHF value is reached with little delay so that this effect is fairly 

negligible. 

Post dryout heat transfer has a direct effect on the energy removal rate with higher 

post dryout heat transfer coefficients result ing in lower NEDs. Due to the low heat 
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Figure 4.8: Average core void in the broken pass (blue line) along with the voiding 
rate (green) 

transfer coefficients involved in this phase of the t ransient , variations in the PD~ 

heat transfer coefficient have little impact on results. 

Uncertainties for the fuel thermal conductivity k and heat capacity cp were discussed 

in chapter 3. The heat conduction equation has the form: 

8T(x, t) 
pCp(T, x) 8t - S = Y' . (k(T, x)Y'T(x, t)) (4.3) 

Under steady state, the first term is zero and the flux term equates the source. It is 

easy to show that the dominating terms in the the steady state solution ')' ( x, k) are 

inversely proportional to the thermal conductivity k. If one were to assume that the 

transient solut ion is of the form T(t , x) = T7(t , x)')'(x, k) (i.e. the fuel heat up rate is 

independent of k) , then perturbations of ')' from variations in k of the form k = ako 

can be approximated as ')' = ~')'o where ')'0 is the steady state solution for k = ko(T). 

Figure 4. 12 displays the steady state radial temperature distribution of the outer 

ring elements of bundle 7 for the average channel in the reference case, as well as for 

a = 1.04 and a = 0.96 along with the steady state solution for the reference case 

')'o(r) and TO~T) for the ment ioned a's. The validity assumption of the independence 
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Figure 4.9: Propagation of CHF upstream of the channel exit and its effect on vapor 
generation 

of the heat up rate on the thermal conductivity can be seen in figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.10: Void in the core for nucleate boiling multipliers 0.9 and 1.1 
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Figure 4.11: Effect of the thermal conductance on the steady state temperature 
distribution function ,(r) for the outer elements of the average channel 
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Figure 4.12: Temperature profile for the outer elements of the average channel at 
r=1.22mm exhibiting the independence of the heat up rate on k 
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The uncertainty for t he fuel heat capacity cp was reported as 3% in chapter 3. The 

uncertainty in the density is reported as 0.18 Mg/m3 which is approximately equal 

to 0.1 % and can therefore be considered as negligible so that the uncertainty for the 

volumetric heat capacity G = p Cp is assumed to be 3%. To quantify the effect of 

t he uncertainty in the volumetric heat capacity, let G -+ Go + aGo and the resulting 

perturbation on T -+ TO+1](t ). Since the volumetric heat capacity only affects the fuel 

heat up rate, it is reasonable to assume that 1] is independent of spacial coordinates. 

Substitut ion of the new temperature profile into equation 4. 3, and assuming that 

the source term S is not affected by the perturbation(fuel temperature feedback is 

negligible) yields 2J = -a ~~ so that the heat up rate is given as: 

aT = (1- a )aTo 
at at (4.4) 

The fuel is therefore expected to heat up faster for negative a (lower heat capacities) 

and slower for positive a . Figure 4.12 displays the fuel heat up rate ~~ for a = 0.97 

and a = 1.03 for bundle 7 in the average channel channel along with the calculated 

profile from equation 4.4. 

Variations in the void reactivity coefficient have a great effect on the power profile 

wit h larger void reactivity coefficients leading to higher peak powers and NEDs. In

creasing the delayed neut ron fraction results in the reactor operating on fewer prompt 

neut rons, resulting in a slower response time and lower peak powers. Similarly, de

creasing t he prompt neutron lifetime results in faster response t imes quant ified as 

a more rapid power excursion and higher peak powers. Decreasing the net worth 

of SDS1 results in a less rapid reactivity decay and hence larger peak powers and a 

slower decay of reactor power to that of the decay heat. Similarly, NOP detector time 

constants or HLR t rip delay mean later activation of the shutdown system resulting 

in higher peak powers and NEDs. 
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Figure 4.13: Fuel heat up rate ~~ for T = 1.22mm for a = ±0.03 
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Table 4.1 summarizes the results of this section. Best Estimate values for the con-

sidered parameters along with their uncertainties are listed in table 4.2 and will be 

used in the sensitivity analysis section. Trip set points are assumed to be bounding. 

In quantifying the uncertainties for the time constants, uniform distributions were 

assumed with a 40% width. 
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Bulk Power Peak Power and bulk net energy deposition 

ROH Pressure Coolant voiding rate 

RIH Temperature Coolant voiding rate 

Break Discharge Coefficient Coolant voiding rate 

Pre-CHF heat transfer coefficient Coolant voiding rate net energy removal 

CHF multiplier Coolant voiding rate 

Post-Dryout heat transfer Net energy removal 

U02 thermal conductivity Maximum fuel centerline temperature 

U02 heat capacity Fuel heat up rate 

RIH/ ROH pressure differential Blow down cooling 

transient 

Prompt neutron lifetime Power pulse and bulk net energy deposition 

Delayed neutron fraction Power pulse and bulk net energy deposition 

Coolant void reactivity coefficient Power pulse and bulk net energy deposition 

Fuel temperature reactivity feed- Power pulse and bulk energy deposition 

back coefficient 

SOR reactivity worth Power pulse and bulk net energy deposition 

SOR insertion timing gates Power pulse and bulk net energy deposition 

HLR trip delay Power Pulse and bulk net energy deposit ion 

Table 4. 1: Key parameters and t heir affecting phenomena 
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Parameter Type BE value (7 

Bulk power (% FP) ND 101.5 0.018 

ROH Pressure (MPa) ND 9.8 MPa 0.019 

RIH Temperature (0 C) ND 265 0.17 

Break Discharge Coefficient ND 0.8 0.109 

Pre CHF HTC ND 1.0 0.154 

CHF Multiplier ND 1.5 0.16 

Post Dryout HTC D 1.0 0.20 

U02 thermal conductivity D 1.0 0.043 

U O2 specific heat ND 1.0 0.03 

A (s) ND 9.02e-4 0.05 

f3eff ND 0.00582 0.0046 

Void React ivity Coefficient (mk) ND 15.8 0. 12 

Fuel temp reactivity (mk) ND - 2 mk 

SOR worth (mk) ND -62.3 0.05 

SOR timing gates UD 1.0 0.02 

NOP trip setpoint - 1.2 

NOP time constant (ms) UD 100 0.4 ms 

HLR trip setpoint - 1.10 

HLR trip delay(ms) UD 120.0 0.4 

Table 4.2: Statistics for Parameters. 

ND:Normal Distribution, UD:Uniform Distribution 

(7: Standard deviation or distribuLioll width 
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4.3 Nodalization Study 

4.3.1 Channel Nodalization 

To study the physical convergence and accuracy of the RELAP5 model, the nodaliza

t ion of the channel was analyzed. Three nodalization schemes were considered with 

the channel having 6, 12 and 24 nodes. The latter two cases were identical and will 

not be considered. Comparisons between channel local pressures, voiding rates, and 

densities were made by interpolating the 6 node results using a 5th order polynomial. 

the polynomial curve passes through the original six points of the 6 node model. The 

domain axis is divided into 12 sections and the x-values are substituted into the poly

nomial to obtain the 12 node interpolated results. The results show litt le variations 

in that the two models are in good agreements. As a result of the coarseness of the 

nodalization, centerline fuel temperatures for the average channel were estimated at 

a lower temperatures (no more than 2CircC) for the five node representation. 

4.3.2 Core Modeling 

The validity of the single group modeling of the critical pass lies in the assumption of 

thermal hydraulic similarity between all channels in the broken loop . Therefore, while 

a single channel model may accurately predict the total flow across the core, this flow 

is not representative of the local channel flows and may under/over estimate the local 

voiding rate and fuel cooling rate. A six group representation of the core has therefore 

been considered. Table 4.3 displays the feeder properties for each channel group . The 

results show that the single channel model tends to slightly predict faster voiding than 

the multi channel model resulting in a slightly higher power.The reasoning for this 

can be found by comparing the voiding rate for the channel groups. Channel groups 

wi th the highest power (channels 3 and 4), tend to reach CHF quite early, after which 
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voiding essentially stops . The effect of local channel flows can be measured by the 

net energy deposited in the fuel. F igure 4. 18 shows that less net energy( at t=5s) is 

predicted to be deposited in the core using the multi channel core pass representation 

when compared to the single channel representations. Aside from the slightly lower 

powers predicted for the multi-pass representation, the discrepancy in the NED is 

due to the under prediction of the buoyant force in the early phase of the transient 

resulting in flow reversal accompanied with degraded cooling capabilit ies occurring 

earlier. 

In general, while the overall HTS response is independent of the particular channel 

representation , local effects such as voiding, channel flows, and fuel temperatures in 

individual channels cannot be predicted accurately using the single channel group 

model. 

Group Feeder Length(m) Area(m2
) 6.z(m) K(Pa/ Pa) HD (m) 

1 Inlet 9.90 0.0337 -5.24 1.058 0.0426 

1 Outlet 13.35 0.0482 +5.62 0.845 0.0518 

2 Inlet 11.35 0.0572 -6.22 1.155 0.0470 

2 Outlet 14.81 0.0787 +6.59 0.572 0.0578 

3 Inlet 11.25 0.0635 -6.20 1.206 0.0544 

3 Outlet 14.62 0.0872 +6.57 0.561 0.0525 

4 Inlet 16.01 0.0713 -8.18 1.229 0.0547 

4 Outlet 19.50 0.0968 +8 .55 0.446 0.0525 

5 Inlet 17.27 0.0629 -9.04 0.891 0.0535 

5 Outlet 20.81 0.0865 +9.42 0.383 0.0598 

6 Inlet 17.52 0.0326 -9.64 0.614 0.0423 

6 Outlet 21.06 0.0521 10.01 0.826 0.0523 

Table 4.3: Feeder properties 
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4.3.3 End Fitting Discharge 

Figure 11.5 of reference [38] displays a 37 rod fuel bundle CAr DU end fit t ing. As 

seen, t he end fitt ing can be decomposed into three regions. The coolant enters from 

the inlet feeders to the inlet end fitting through the gray lock connection, and flows 

along the annulus section between t he liner outer diameter , and the end fitting body 

to the common volume section where it enters the channel. A stagnant D20 section 

resides at the back of the shield plug accounting for approximately 50% of the end 

fi tt ing total volume. Under normal steady state conditions, the coolant in this sec

tion is stagnant and does not contribute to the overall flow. In reference [20], the 

end fitting is modeled with the effective flow length and area of the annular and the 

common volume sections, accounting for the stagnant D20 volume by inputting the 

total volume of the end-fitt ing (used by t he code to calculate the available coolant 

inventory of the module). As a consequence of the one node approach , the coolant in 

the stagnant section is assumed to discharge at the same time as the common volume 

area resulting in a faster depletion of the end fi tting total coolant inventory. The 

impact of this assumption on the cooling capability of the channel is examined in this 

section. 

A more detailed model of t he end fitting has been constructed, using three separate 

Figure 4.21: 3-component nodalization of the End fitting 

components to model each of t he end fi tt ing regions. The pressure loss is divided 

equally amongst the annulus and common volume sections, with the nodalization 

represented in the figure 4.21. Following the break, the flow from t he stagnant vol

ume is dependent upon the local pressure transients in the end fitting volume with 
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coolant discharged from the stagnant section once pressure in the common volume 

section falls below that in the stagnant section. As a result of the earlier voiding 

and the higher enthalpy of the coolant in the outer end fitting (channel outlet), de

pressurization usually occurs earlier in the outer end fitting(OEF) than the inlet end 

fitting(IEF) with the coolant in the stagnant section discharging at an earlier time 

from the OEF(figure 4.22). The discharged coolant is in the same direction as the 
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Figure 4.22: Discharge(kgjs) from the stagnant D2 0 section for the inlet and outlet 
endfittings for the average channel 

feeder flows. For high elevation channels in groups 5 and 6, and high power channels 

in groups 3 and 4 flow reversal takes place quite later(at t=1.5s) as a result of the 

maintained and relatively high buoyancy head and the discharged coolant is in the 

normal flow direction. Therefore, the coolant is discharged from the outlet end fitting 

to the outlet feeders contributing to cooling the outlet feeders in these channels. For 

the lower elevation channels and the lower power channels, where flow reversal takes 

place early, the coolant from the end fitting is discharged into the fuel channels and 

assists in cooling the fuel rods during early blow down. 

The discharge from the inlet end fitting is similar. Since the inlet feeders reverse flow 

directions almost instantaneously following the break, the coolant discharged from 

the inlet end fitting contributes to cooling the inlet feeders during the power pulse 
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phase of the transient , particularly for low power and low elevation channels in which 

flovv reversal is prolonged during t he power pulse phase of the transient. 

Since loyv power channels and low elevat ion channels which experience early flow rever

sal have the advantage of additional coolant entering the fuel channel from the outer 

end-fitting fo llowing coolant discharge from the stagnant D20 section at t ~ O.75s, 

overall cooling of the core is improved with the three component model. This effect 

on NED is not very large but may be seen by comparing the ::,\ED over the first five 

seconds of the transient . The 3 node model of the end fitting results in a lower NED, 

estimated by approximately /::,.NED = J hjgW;EPdt. 
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4.4 Sensitivity Analysis 

In order to reduce the number of important parameters to be considered in the inte

grated uncertainty analysis, sensit ivity analysis must be performed. The phenomena 

and key parameter identification table (PKPIRT) provided in reference [45] will be 

used as the initial PKPIRT. Parameters not deemed to have a high sensitivity will 

be excluded from the PKPIRT. The local sensitivity of a variable provides a measure 

of the change in the FOM, result ing from a corresponding change in the parameter. 

As suggested in reference [45], a number of values {x } will be taken for each variable 

lying within one standard deviation of the best estimate point. A least square linear 

regression is then performed to estimate the linear contribution of the sensit ivity to 

the FOM. The regression is performed with the FOM as the dependent variable. T he 

sensitivity S is defined as the slope of the regression line(figure 4.23) and provides an 

estimate for the directional derivative of t he figure t he FOM surface with respect to 

the parameter x. 

In order to ensure that the local sensitivity calculated near the best estimate point 

X be provides an accurate representation of the local sensitivity over the 20" interval, 

similar calculations of the sensit ivity are also performed at the non best estimate 

point ~rnbel 2 = Xbe ± 0". Using Xnbe as the center , the local sensitivity is calculated 

using the methodology described above. 

The sign of the sensitivity is dependent on the nature of the parameter considered. 

The rank of each parameter is calculated as T = O"*max(lsi l) where Si is t he sensit ivity 

normalized to the center point and the max function refers to the maximum of the 

relative sensitivity at the three considered center points { Xbel xnbel ' xnbe2 }. The Pear

son coeffi cient Tp defined in chapter 3 is used to evaluate wether t he sensit ivity defers 

statistically from zero. Those parameters with a low Pearson coefficient (Tp ::; 0. 2) 

will be assumed as having no correlation with the FO M (the slope is statistically zero) 
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and are ranked as low, regardless of the magnit ude of the calculated sensitivity. A 

parameter Xi is ranked relative to the other parameters such that : 

D:i 2: 0. 5 

0.5 > D:i 2: 0. 2 

0. 2 > D:i 

ranked as having high importance (H) 

ranked as having medium importance (M) 

ranked as having low importance (L) 

where D:'i = T ; () . Tables 4.5 and 4.6 display the calculated sensitivities and 
m aXjEPI<P I RT I'j 

their respective ranks displayed in table 4.7. 
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Parameter Sensitivity normalized S*rJ 

S(J j%) slope (s) 

Void Reactivity 2.83E9 1.6357 0.2071 

NOP trip delay 7.05E8 0.40634 0.162536 

HLR trip delay 6.88E8 0.3975 0.1590 

Break discharge 5.38e9 0.3658 0.1142 

Post-dryout HTC -3.46E7 -2.00E-03 4.00E-02 

Bulk Power 3.19E9 1.8387 0.0331 

f3 -1.12E+9 -0.6438 0.0297 

RO H Pressure -2.44E9 -1.4059 0.0239 

SOR worth -6.65E8 -0.3839 0.0192 

CHF multiplier 1.49E8 0.0859 0.0137 

Pre-chf HTC -8.20E7 -0.0474 0.0073 

Temperature feedback -3.12E8 -6.41E-01 -3.8E-02 

A -1.27E8 -0.0731 0.0037 

kfu el -8.12E7 -0.0468 2.00E-03 

Channel losses -1.01E7 -0.0059 5.85E-04 

Fuel Cp 4.56E+5 2.63E-4 7.90E-06 

Feeder losses 1.98E+5 0.00011443 5.72152E-06 

Table 4.5: Calculated sensitivities with the NED as the 

FOM 
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p-value 

0.9851 

0.9991 

0.9992 

0.978 

0.9661 

0.9971 

0.9965 

0.9982 

0.9996 

0.9809 

0.9891 

0.9994 

0.9969 

0.9994 

0.5216 

0.1699 

0.5513 
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Parameter Sensitivity normalized s *cy 

S(vVatts/%) slope (s) 

Void Reactivity 3.l1E9 0.4503 0.057 

(3 -6 .11E9 -0.8842 0.0409 

break discharge 1.90E9 3.05E-0l 3.33E-2 

NOP trip delay 8.28E8 0.1199 0.0192 

CHF 8.28E8 1.20E-1 1.92E-02 

Bulk Power 9.61E9 1.54E+00 1.85E-2 

RO H Pressure -4.73E9 -0.684 1. 16E-2 

HLR trip delay 1.17E9 0.1876 0.0094 

A -3.00E9 0.1876 0.0094 

temperature feedback -2.43E9 -0.1456 0.0085 

SOR worth -6.96E6 -1.01E-01 5.00E-3 

Pre-chf htc -1.84E8 -0.267 0.0041 

kjuel 1. 15E8 1.66E-2 7.42E-4 

channel losses -4.16E+7 -0.006 6.02E-4 

feeder losses -3.15E+7 -0.003 3.03E-4 

Fuel Cp -4.67E+6 -6.75E-04 2.03E-5 

post-dryout htc 4.05E+5 5.86E-05 9.38E-6 

Table 4.6: Calculated sensitivities with Peak Power as 

the FOM 
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p-value 

0.9840 

0.9977 

0.986 

0.9899 

0.9899 

0.9995 

0.9906 

0.9991 

0.9985 

0.5934 

0.9988 

0.8354 

0.9976 

0.6563 

0.5423 

0.4572 

0.9908 
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I Parameter 

Void Reactivity 

NOP trip delay 

HLR trip delay 

break discharge 

Bulk Power 

{3 

ROH Pressure 

SOR worth 

CHF 

1\ 

Temperature feedback 

Pre-CHF HTC 

kfu el 

Channel losses 

Post-dryout HTC 

Cp fuel 

Feeder losses 

Table 4. 7: Parameter Ranking table 

H:high, M:Medium, L:Low 
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I Rank 

H 

H 

H 

H 

H 

M 

M 

M 

111 

111 

M 

M 

M 

L 

L 

L 

L 
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4.5 Integrated Uncertainty Analysis 

Random numbers are generated for each parameter from the random sampling of 

the input distributions used in the Nlonte-Carlo method . In order to ensure that 

the Monte-Carlo sampling is performed accurately over the entire division range, the 

Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) function (available in Nlatlab) is used to generate 

uniform random numbers. A total of 18 intervals are used with 5 intervals used for the 

bottom 10% of the distribut ion, 5 intervals used for the top 10% of the distribution, 

and 8 intervals used for the middle 80% of the distribut ion. The use of smaller 

subdivisions in the bottom and top 10 percent iles opt imizes convergence in the tails 

of the sample distribution. Random selection from populations with a cumulative 

distribution function F(x ) are chosen according to [54] : 

( 4. 5) 

where Rn E U(O , I) is generated uniformly along the interval (0 , 1). In the present 

work, all distributions are approximated as either normal or uniform. 

A total of 10,000 simulations were performed. Each simulation approximately took 

between 15-20 minutes on an Intel Core 2.4 GHz with the entire execution t ime for 

the 10,000 simulations running to about two weeks (using five stations). For each set 

of input parameters, a steady st ate solut ion is established. A test is performed to 

ensure that the steady state solut ion conforms to the plant physical readings provided 

from Darlington Unit 1. Total core flow, and RIH pressures are compared against 

plant dat a. The uncertainty of the flow is taken to be at 5% and t he uncertainty 

at the RIH pressure is assumed to be of the same magnitude as that of the ROH 

pressure. Output for runs that fail this test (or fail to run) are set to three standard 

deviations from the best estimate value. Results for the Monte-Carlo simulations are 

displayed in figures 4.26 and 4.27 for the net energy deposited in the broken pass and 
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the reactor Peak Power. 

The application of a finite subset to t he approximate the statistics of an infinite 

sample space containing it , with the random nature of the Monte-Carlo method used 

in its generation result in slightly different values of the 95th percentile for multiple 

runs. The 95% confidence limit of the 95% percentile may calculated from: 

p = 95 + 1.645 ( 4.6) 

Note that the above value can be applied to any distribution(not necessarily normal). 

For 10,000 simulations, the 95th percentile with a 95% confidence limit corresponds 

to calculation of p = 95 .359. 

The Limit of Operating Envelope (LOE) is calculated by placing each parameter at 

20' of its best estimate value in the direction resulting in a positive change in the 

FOM. Comparisons between the LOE and the 95% quantify the conservative nature 

of this approach. 

The GRS method based on wilk 's formula and ordered statistics discussed has also 

been implemented(figures 4.24 and 4.25). Comparisons between the three methods 

are displayed in table 4.8. In addition, a comparison between the first order and sec

ond order GRS methods is performed. The outputs from the Monte-Carlo simulation 

are used for the analysis. A distribution for t he first order 95/95 GRS predictions is 

obtained by dividing the 10000 Monte-Carlo runs into (10000/59) groups of 59. Divid

ing the 10,000 Monte-Carlo runs into (10000/ 93) groups of 93 and taking the second 

largest number in the list gives the second order GRS predictions. The cumulative 

distribut ion functions for t he two methods are plotted in figure 4.28. 
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MC 50 th per- MC 95th per- GRS (95/95) 

centile centile 

NED (MJ) 1.7ge+003 2.13e+003 2.2507e+003 

Peak Power 2.4124 2.9349 3.011 

(% of FP 

BE) 

at 

4.5 

W 
ID 3.5 
1i 
a. 
u. 3 
~ P5 
~ 2 

g 15 
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Table 4.8: Comparison of the Monte-Carlo (MC) , GRS, 

and LOE methods for NED (MJ) and Peak Power (% of 
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Figure 4.24: Power trajectories for the 59 GRS runs along with the reference case(red) 
and the LOE case(green) 
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Figure 4.25: NED trajectories for the 59 GRS runs along with the reference case(red) 
and the LOE case(green) 
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4.6 Channel Specific Results 

'While the point kinetics assumption is able to produce reasonable results when ap

plied to calculations involving the average channel or the overall HTS response to the 

break, the assumpt ion of a constant spacial flux shape (implying an infinite propaga

tion speed of local disturbances) is not very accurate for calculations of local effects . 

At the same time, the lack of a three dimensional neutronics model of the corel in

hibits such calculations. The results that follow in this section are only presented as 

a demonstration for such calculations. 

In attempt ing t o compensate fo r the fas ter voiding rate of the hot channel, t he re

activity feedback coefficient has been based purely on t he average void in the hot 

channel, rather than the average core void , result ing in higher peak powers and a 

larger temperature gradient . Figure 4.29 displays the fuel centerline temperature cor

responding to each of the 59 GRS runs discussed in the previous section. Header 

conditions for each of the 59 runs from the previous section are inputed as boundary 

condit ions with a 40 kPa reduct ion in the header different ial gradient, and a case is 

ran for t he hot channel wit h the channel power and bundle power variable parameters 

with uncertainties summarized in table 4.9 . 

Channel Power 6740 kW 0.015 

Bundle Power 820 kvV 0.075 

Table 4. 9: Uncertaint ies in MCP and NIBP 

1 Generation of such a model was deemed to be outside the scope of this work 
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Figure 4.29: Fuel centerline temperatures (C) for the 59 GRS runs along with the 
reference case( red) 



Chapter 5 

Summary and Recommendations 

A model has been constructed in RELAP5 representing a generic CANDU 900 MyV 

plant. Uncertainties ranges and distributions for input modeling parameters and 

plant parameters were derived from various literature sources and plant operating 

data. A crit ical break search was performed identifying the 48% of the RIH area 

break size as that leading to the highest bulk energy deposition. Similar results from 

calculations for other CANDU reactors performed in reference [45] and [?] reinforce 

the consistency of the results. A parametric phenomena study was performed ana

lyzing the reference case results and discussing the governing phenomena during the 

postulated accident. A ranking scheme for the input parameters was defined , and 

the initial PKRIT was reduced by considering parameters of high and medium im

portance. Calculations were made with bulk net energy deposition and peak power 

as the FOM using the direct NIonte-Carlo method with 10000 simulations, the GRS 

method and the traditional LOE approach. The GRS method was found to be in well 

agreement 'with the Monte-Carlo results . The results show that considered best esti

mate analysis lead to a significantly higher predicted safety margins than the analysis 

performed using the LOE approach. 
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One of the main setbacks of the current analysis is the lack of a three dimensional neu

tronics model. ·While the void reactivity is the highest ranked parameter , a number 

of parameters ident ified as having medium importance in reference [45] were unable 

to be analyzed in the current report due to the lack of a three dimensional reactor 

physics model. Generation of such a model was deemed to be beyond the scope of this 

work. It may be of interest to perform an analysis of the given scenario using a three 

dimensional neutronics model coupled with RELAP5. Such a model is able to predict 

the local power t ransient . Therefore, figures of merits related to fuel channel integrity 

such as maximum sheath temperatures and pressure tube strain can be considered. 
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